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PREFACE.

J he skill anil geometrical knowledge requisite to form the Handrail of a Stair, so as to range

over its plan, and to form an agreeable figure to the spectator in every position, has at all

times been considered one of the most elegant and useful qualifications which a workman can

possess. It has been justly regarded as the very summit of the Joiners art ; and though

considerable skill be required in Descriptive Carpentry, no workmen in any branch of the

Building art have acquired so much celebrity as those who understand the principle, and

which they can apply with facility in the construction of Handrails.

The art of forming Handrails round circular and elliptic well-holes without the use of

the cylinder, is entirely new.

Price, in his British Carpenter, is the first author who appears to have had any idea of the

method of forming a twisted Rail. Subsequent writers, following his schemes, which are very

uncertain in their application, have contributed nothing to the advancement of the subject;

but have rather thrown the principles into greater obscurity.

The first successful method of squaring the wreath upon geometrical principles was

invented and published by me in 1792, in a work called " The Carpentci's new Guide ;" a

book now well known to architects and artificers. No previous author seems to have had any

idea of constructing the section of a prism or cylinder through any three points in space, or

through any three points in its surface, so as to be applicable to the finding of the face mould

from three points in the upper or lower edge of the falling mould, and thereby to form the

wreath or twisted solid out of the thinnest plank possible.

In this work I have endeavoured to be as clear in the Definitions as possible ; and though

it is, not very easy to define complex objects, I have, I hope, given such a description of

them, either from the forms and positions of their parts, or from their use, as I think will

give an intelligent workman a tolerable idea of their construction.

The elementary Problems in plane geometry are such as will be found useful in this

branch of the Joiner's art which I have now undertaken to explain. In these are introduced

several improvements which will render the diagrams more easy to be comprehended, and

reduce the number of lines in the construction.

The sections of solids, particularly of prisms, are treated in such a manner as to be

applied with the utmost facility to the construction of Stairs and their appendages.

The method of forming the envelopes of prismatic solids, so as to terminate upon a plane,

will be found extremely convenient in the application of the falling mould so as to regulate

the position of the edges of the same with the face of the plank ; they are here treated so as

to be easily adapted to this application.
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iv PREFACE.

The geometrical construction of the wreathed part of the Rail is founded upon the simple

principle which I presented to the Society of Arts, and for which I received the gold Isis

medal. By this method the ordinates are all at right angles to the chord line of appli-

cation; the number of lines used in the construction, and the time required to delineate them
are greatly abridged. Besides these advantages, the face mould is much more easily applied

to the plank than can be done by any of my former methods, and the lines which regulate the

cutting of the vertical sides of the Rail are obtained with the greatest facility without
bevelling the edges of the plank.

The principle of projecting the Rail furnishes the workman with a method by which he
can ascertain the thickness of plank, in order to form the wreath part to the utmost degree
of exactness. To do this in the most convenient way, will be to form the diagram to some
aliquot portion of the full size, as one fourth, one fifth, &c. which will supersede the
necessity of laying it down on a floor. I must here observe, however, that the thickness of
stuff thus found is that which would be required to make the Rail entirely square; but as the
ultimate form of the section is found by reducing this figure, much thinner stuff will answer
the purpose than the distance contained between the extreme lines of projection.

Besides the projection of the Wreath, I have shown how the Scroll may be represented in

two different positions, for the use of those who have occasion to form the elevation and
section of a complete Stair; as also the method of representing the entire rail or helix for one
revolution, together with the solids, from which the wreathed part is formed.

The method of describing the proportional Spiral, and consequently the Scroll, is founded
on mathematical principles; but though the properties of the curve are very well known, the

method of describing it with compasses through a given number of points is new: the first

sketch which I gave of this curve so as to adapt it to architecture was published in my Prin-

ciples in the year 1798; but the practical construction is now considerably improved.

The hyperbolic spiral has some advantages over the proportional spiral by its forming a

more easy junction with the straight rail. I have shown the method of finding points in the

curve by a scale of reciprocals, and how this curve may be accommodated to a greater or less

number of revolutions, and to the straight rail under every probable circumstance. This will

be of great use to the Smith as well as to the Carpenter.

The method of dividing the plans of the Ballusters, the formation of the block, and the

tread or cover board, will also be found exceedingly useful.

By this publication the whole of the practice of Staircasing and Handrailing is greatly

improved, and the subject is rendered more easy to the comprehension of the workman
;

who, with the master, will, I trust, derive no inconsiderable advantage from this new effort of

mine in their service ; one, in the saving of his stuff; the other, in the saving of his labour.

TETER NICHOLSON.
1820.
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OF

STAIRCASES IN GENERAL,
THEItt DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION.

DEFINITIONS.

A stair is an assemblage of parts so joined together that we can ascend or descend

from one height to another by stepping forwards.

The surfaces on which we set our feet are called treads, and should be equidistant

parallel planes, fixed in a horizontal position at a convenient stepping distance.

Every two treads are joined by another plane perpendicular to the horizon, called a

riser ; so that the risers and treads form external and internal angles alternately.

Each riser and tread, forming an external angle, is called a step, and the line of

concourse of the two surfaces is called the nosing:

If the line of concourse, or nosing, be covered with a moulding by way of strength

or ornament, the moulding is then called the nosing ; the line of concourse being in this

case imaginary.

If a stair be surrounded by a wall or walls, the wall or walls is called the staircase,

though it is customary to call the stair itself the staircase.

If the ends of the steps terminate on the surface or surfaces of a solid vertical prism

or pillar, the prism is called a newel.

If the ends of the steps be supposed to be cut off in the surface or surfaces of the

prism, and the solid removed or taken away, the prismatic cavity is called a well-hole.

Stairs that have a well-hole or open space, and only the lowermost step supported by

the floor, and the wall of tl>e staircase and every succeeding step in the height supported

by the step below and the wall of the staircase, are called geometrical stairs.

When the tread of a step is of equal breadth, or has its two edges parallel, the step

is called a flyer.
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2 STAIRCASES AND HANDRAILS.

A number of contiguous flyers is called a flight.

When the tread of a step is narrower at one end than ct the other, the step is

called a winder.

The going of a stair is the distance measured perpendicularly from the wall of the

staircase to the end of the steps adjoining the newel or well-hole. It is otherwise called

the length of the steps.

When the tread of a step is so broad as to require more than one step of the

passenger, it is called a resting-place, if situated between two floors : but if apartments

can be entered from that step, it is called a landing-place.

If the resting-place form a right angle, it is called a quarter-space.

If the planes of the two risers on each side of the resting-place form one and the

same plane, the resting-place is called a half-space.

A hollow right prism, which is every where of equal thickness, made to fit the

well-hole of a stair, and its base to coincide with the floor, is called a cylindrome.

N. B. It has been customary with workmen to call such a prism, as now described,

a cylinder ; but the appellation is improper, as the name has already been given to a
solid whose surface is every where equally distant from a straight line. Cylinder and

Cylindrome are two distinct things ; and as we shall have occasion to speak of them

both, the same name cannot be applied to each, without confusion.

The word prism denotes every species of solids, made by parallelograms terminated

by parallel planes, as also cylinders and cylindroids, which are round prisms ; but this

would not show the particular prism in question ; besides, the name would be too dis-

similar, as a cylindrome generally contains some portion of a cylinder.

Supposing a cylindrome to be covered with a thin pliable substance, as paper, and

to be inserted in the well-hole as if it were a newel, and the planes of the risers and

treads to be continued so as to intersect it, as also the plane of the floor, and that the

covering is extended on a plane so as to be coincident therewith, the portion of the

covering contained between the straight line at the base, and the indented line forming

the ends of the steps, is called the envelope of the well-hole.

The continued straight line is called the base of the envelope.

The indented line is called the devclopement of the steps: and here it is evident, that

as the heights are equal, if the treads of the steps next to the well-hole or newel be

also equal, the points of the steps formed by the external angles will be in one straight

line.

When the heights and treads of the steps next to the well-hole or newel are equal,

the straight line passing through the points formed by the external angles is called the

line of nosings.

Suppose any line to be drawn on one of the surfaces of a cylindrome, and the cylin-

drome to be cut entirely through from this line to the opposite surface, so that from a

S



STAIRCASES AND HANDRAILS. 8

given point a straight line may pass through the adjoining surfaces of separation, and

be perpendicular to the surface of the cylindrome on which the line is drawn, every

such line will be parallel to the base of the cylindrome ; and if any part of the cylin-

drome be cylindric, the straight line thus passing will not only be parallel to the base,

but will tend to the axis of the cylindric portion.

Suppose that the upper portion of the cylindrome is removed, and the lower part

inserted in the well-hole, and if the surface of separation coincide with the nosings of

the steps while the base rests on the floor, and if we again suppose the whole to be

elevated, to a certain height, without turning, so that the base may be parallel to the floor,

the surface of separation will form what is called the top of a handrail in the square, and

the sides of a handrail will be a portion of the external and internal surfaces of the

cylindrome.

Again, suppose, that while the portion of the cylindrome thus formed remains in

the situation now described, another portion next to the top is again separated from the

lower portion, but not removed, in such a manner that the uppermost part may be every

where of a certain thickness between the surfaces of separation ; the upper part thus

separated would exactly form the handrail of a stair in the square, and this solid helix

has exactly the form that we would wish to obtain.

To show the method of preparing a solid of such a form in a more convenient and

less expensive way will be the principal object of this treatise.

The form of the solid helix, or cylindric spiral now defined, is called a square rail ;

and this is as much as I intend to show, and to develope the rules for its preparation.

The finished form of the rail, though regulated by the form of the piece in the

square, is a matter of fancy, and cannot easily be subjected to geometrical rules.

The square rail is therefore contained by two opposite surfaces, which are portions of

the surfaces of the cylindrome, and two other opposite surfaces, each of which connect

the opposite cylindromic surfaces.

If each of the two cylindromic surfaces of the square rail be just covered and the

coverings extended on a plane, that which was made to fit the convex surface is called

the outside Jailing mould, and that which was made to fit the internal surface is called

the insideJailing mould.

The method of finding these will be shown in the preparation for the solid rail.

The plan of a handrail is the space or area which the bottom of the cylindrome

would occupy on the floor ; this area is therefore bounded by two equidistant lines which

represent the two cylindromic surfaces, and by two other short lines perpendicular to, and

at the extremities of the former two.

The distance between the two lines in the plan, which are formed by the surfaces of

the cylindrome, being equal to the thickness of the cylindrome, is called the breadth of

the rail, and the6e two lines are called the plan of the sides of the rail ; which must not
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he; confounded with the plan of the rail itself, the one representing lines, and the other

an area.

The plan ofa stair is a horizontal section of the wall or walls, as also a delineation

of the steps, quarter spaces (if any), and landings, answering to a projection supposed to

be made on the floor under the stairs; and contains, therefore, the true geometrical

forms of the treads, resting-places (if any), the landings, and the risers.

The ends of the steps next to the well-hole or newel, being perpendicular to the

plane of projection, are projected into lines. Thus, a staircase and stair may be carried

up or built according to any given plan and raised to any given height, the elevation and

the plan being independent of each other.

Story rod is a rod of wood, in length equal to the height of a stair, or the distance

between the two floors j it is divided into equal parts, each equal to the height of a step,

for regulating the steps as they are set, in the act of carrying up the stair.

For the conveniency of forming a square handrail with the least quantity of wood and

in the least time, the rail is made in various lengths; so that, when joined together, the

whole may form an entire solid, as before described.

If the rail thus joined together be set in its true position, and if the joints be in planes

perpendicular to the horizon, they are called splice joints ; but if each joint be in a

plane perpendicular to a tangent to one of the arris of the joint, the joints are called

butt-joints.

It is evident that any portion of a handrail may be made of plank wood of a sufficient

thickness and length, for such a portion of the rail may be considered as a portion of the

cylindrome, contained between two parallel planes, which may represent the two faces of

the plank, and the two equal sections of the cylindrome made on these planes will

represent a mould to draw the same upon the surfaces of the plank: then, if the

surrounding wood of the plank be cut away in the same manner, the vertical sides of the

rail will be formed.

A mould made to form the section of the cylindrome is called the Jace mould. If

the proper portion of a falling mould, as the outside falling mould, be rightly applied to

the rail-piece so cut out of the plank, and if lines be drawn by the two edges of the

corresponding portion of the falling mould on the convex side of the piece, Avhich is a

portion of the surface of the cylindrome, and if the superfluous wood be cut away so as

to be every where perpendicular to the surface of the cylindrome on which the falling

mould was applied, that portion of the rail will be formed.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION.

The breadth of the steps of common stairs is from nine to twelve inches, or about ten

inches at the medium. In the best staircases of noblemen's houses or public edifices,

the breadth ought never to be less than twelve nor more than fifteen inches.

2
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It is a maxim, that a step of greater breadth requires less height than one of less

breadth.

The general ride may therefore be as follows: supposing any step to be taken as a

standard to find the height of another step whose breadth is given,

Multiply the breadth and height of the given step, and divide the product by the

breadth of the required step, and the quotient will be the answer; or as the breadth of

the required step is to the breadth of the given step, so is the height of the given step to

the height of the required step.

Thus, taking as a standard, a step twelve inches in breadth and five and a half in

height, we may easily find the height of another whose breadth is given ; thus, supposing

the breadth be ten inches, to find the corresponding height we have 10 : 51 : : 13
12 x 5*

= f§ = T3s ; which is about the height that common practice allows.

The proportions of the steps being thus regulated, the next consideration is the

number which the height of the stair will require.

The rule is, the height of the story or distance from floor to floor being oiven in

feet and inches, reduce the whole to inches, and divide this number of inches by the

height of a step, and we shall have the number required.

Suppose a stair is to be carried up from one floor to another rising thirteen feet four

inches, and the steps to rise seven inches, how many steps will be required to the stair ?

Here 12 x (13 . . 4) = 160 inches; now i
f
£ = 22f- for the number of steps: but

as there must not be a remainder, and as £ is very near 1, we must make the number

of risers to be twenty-three, and thus the height of a step will be reduced to something

less than seven inches.

The breadth of a staircase may be from six to twenty feet, according to the destina-

tion of the building or the form and proportions of the plan ; but if the steps be less

than three feet in length, the staircase is inconvenient for the passing of furniture, as is

generally the case in small houses.

It is desirable to have rules for regulating the proportions of steps ; yet architects

and workmen need not be tied down to them, but may vary as circumstances require.

When the height of the story is very considerable, resting-places become necessary.

In very high stories, that admit of sufficient head room, where the staircase is

confined with respect to the plan, the stair may have two revolutions ; that is, the

passenger may go twice round the newel or well-hole in ascending or descending ; and

this becomes necessary, otherwise the steps will be enormously high.

In grand and principal staircases only one revolution can be admitted ; therefore an

ample space must be allowed in the plan, which must be proportioned to the height of

the building, so as to admit the proportions according to the preceding rules.

In planning a large edifice, particular attention must be paid to the situation of the
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stairs, so as to give the most convenient and easy access and communication to the

several rooms.

With regard to the lighting of a grand staircase, a lantern light is the most appro-

priate ; for the light thus admitted is powerful, and the design admits of the greatest

elegance ; indeed, where no side of the staircase is a portion of the exterior wall, this is

the only way light can be admitted.

In stairs constructed of stone, the steps are made ofsingle blocks, except the quarter

spaces and half spaces, which are sometimes made in two or more pieces jogled to-

gether; but where the material is wood, the risers and treads are made of boards, which,

though fastened together with glue, brackets, and screws, are never so stiff, or at

least remain so for any length of time, but that they will yield to the passenger, and at

length become rickety or moveable at the joints.

To prevent such consequences which arise from a weak construction, there must

be an additional support under the steps: and that the appearanee may be light and

pleasant, the whole must be confined to as small a bulk as possible. This additional

wood work, which is necessary to the firmness and stability of the construction, is

called the carriage ofthe stairs.

The carriage of a stair consists of several parts joined together.

A flight of steps is generally supported by two pieces of timber placed under the

steps parallel to the wall, and fastened at one or both ends to pieces perpendicular

thereto.

The pieces of timber which are placed under the steps parallel to the wall are called

rough strings.

A Dog-legged Stair is one which is agreeable to the following description: it has

no well-hole, but consists of two flights with or without winders. The handrail is in

the same vertical plane, the plan is therefore all in the same straight line. The ends

of the steps of each flight under the rail are supported by a board : the lower board is

framed into a post at each end, and the lower end of the upper board into the same

post that the upper end of the lower board is framed into ; and the upper end of the

upper board is also framed into a post at the top, so that both boards thus connected

with the three posts form one immoveable piece.

The two boards are called strings, and the posts are called newels.

The newels not only connect the strings, but they afford the principal support to

the rail ; and thus it may be said that the newels, posts, and handrail are in one

vertical plane.

Open Newel Stair is one which has a rectangular well-hole on the plan, and

which is divided into two or three flights when the steps at one end terminate with

string boards framed into newels, one newel being placed over each angle of the plan.
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Besides the office of the newel in supporting the steps, it also affords the principal sup-

port to the handrail.

Bracketted Stair is one where the string board is notched, so as to permit the

risers and treads to lie upon the notches, and pass over beyond the thickness of the

string board. The ends of the steps are concealed by means of thin, equal, and similar

boards attached to the string boards, one end of each thin board being fitted to the

under side of each tread, and another edge at right angles to the edge so fitted is

mitred to the riser; the remaining edge or edges being made to any fanciful form.

The ends of the steps are concealed by returning the nosings.

Brackets are the thin boards which are mitred to the risers for concealing the ends

of the steps.

Geometrical stairs are generally bracketted ; but in dog-legged and open newel stairs,

those of the best kind are only bracketed.

Pitching piece is a piece of timber perpendicular to the wall, wedged into the same,

for supporting the rough strings at the top of the lower flight, or at the bottom of the

upper flight; and sometimes also the top of the upper flight, when there is no trimmer,

or where the trimmer is too distant to be used for the support of the rough strings.

Bearers are pieces of timber perpendicular to the wall for supporting the winders

when they are introduced, being wedged at one end into the wall, as the pitching pieces

are, and fastened at the other to the string board.

Notch board, a board fastened to the wall, being cut into grooves into which the ends

of the steps are let.

Mitre cap is a block of wood turned of some agreeable figure, of a greater diameter

than the breadth of the handrail, used in dog-legged stairs to terminate the handrail

at the bottom of the stair. It is supported by a pillar or newel from the bottom step.

Cwtfiil step, the lowermost step in a geometrical stair formed into a kind of spiral.

Scroll, the termination of the handrail in the manner of a spiral, placed above

the curtail step, which is made to agree with the curvature of the scroll.

Ballusters, vertical pieces fixed on the steps for supporting the handrail. In flights

the ballusters are placed equidistant, so that every step may have two ballusters, and that

the one side of a balluster may be in the plane of each riser, and the whole thickness of

each balluster so placed may stand within or over the solid of the riser.

In order to keep the handrail steady against any accidental violence, iron bal-

lusters fixed fast into the steps are placed at certain equal distances; but this is only in

good stairs. In common stairs there are no iron ballusters; and instead of a balluster

standing upon each riser, it is placed against and nailed to the nosing, as well as being

let into the next tread of the step below; and thus being fixed in two different

places, not only gives a firm hold, but stiffens the whole of the ballusters so as to pre-

vent shaking, in any great degree, by an ordinary force applied to the rail.
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Ramp, in dog-legged and open newel staircases, is the upper end of a handrai 1

adjoining to the newel formed on the upper side into a concavity, but straight with re-

gard to the plan.

Swan-necky in dog-legged and open newel staircases, is a portion of a rail consisting

of two parts, the lower being concave and the upper convex on the top, and termi-

nating on a framed newel so as to be level or parallel to the horizon.

Knee, in dog-legged and open newel staircases, is the lower end of a handrail

next to the newel, either formed into a concavity on the upper side, or made to ter-

minate upon the newel with a short level piece, mitred into the raking or sloping part

of the rail which follows the curvature of the steps.

The same part of a rail may therefore be both ramped and kneed, viz. ramped at

the upper end, and kneed at the lower end, or it may be swan-necked at the upper end

and kneed at the lower end.

DOG-LEGGED STAIRS.

The first thing is to take the dimensions of the stair and height of the story, and

Jay down a plan and section upon a floor to the full size, representing all the newels,

strings, and steps : by this, the situation of string boards, pitching pieces, rough strings,

long bearers, cross bearers, and trimmers, will be ascertained. The quantity of room

allowed for the stairs, the situation of apertures and passages, will determine whether

there are to be quarter paces, half paces, one quarter or two quarter winders. In this

description, in order to give all the variety possible, we shall suppose the stairs to include

two quarters of winders.

The strings, rails, and newels, being framed together, they must be fixed first with

temporary supports. The string board will show the situation of the pitching pieces, which

must be put up next in order, wedging the one end firmly into the wall, and fixing the

other end to the string board : this being done, pitch up the rough strings, and thus

finish the carriage part of the flyers.

In dog-leg staircases, the steps and risers are seldom glued up, except in cases of

returned nosings : we shall suppose them to be separate pieces, and proceed to put up

the steps. Place the first riser to its situation, having fitted it down close to the floor;

the top being brought to a level at its prior height, and at the same time the face in its

right position, fix it with flat-headed nails, driving them obliquely through the bottom part

of the riser into the floor, and then nailing the end to the string board ; proceed then to

cover the riser with the first tread, observing to notch out the farther bottom angle

opposite the rough strings, so as to fit it closely down to a level on the upper side, while

the under side beds firmly on the rough strings at the back edge, and to the riser

towards the front edge: nail down the tread to the rough strings, driving the nails from

the place on which the next riser stands, through that edge of the riser into the rough
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strings, and then nailing the end to the string board; begin with the second riser, having

brought it to a breadth, and fitted it close to the top side of the tread, so that the back

edge of the tread below it may entirely lap over to the back of the riser, while the front

side is in its regular vertical position ; nail the tread to this riser, from the under side,

taking care that- the nails do not go through the face, which would spoil the beauty

of the work.

Proceed in this manner as in the last, with tread and riser alternately, to the last

parallel riser ; of which the face must stand the whole projection of the nosing back

from the face of the newel.

Fix the top of the first bearer for the first winding tread on a level with the top of

the last parallel riser, so that the farther edge of this bearer may stand about an inch

forward from the back of the next succeeding riser, for the purpose of nailing the treads

to the risers upwards, as was done in the treads and risers of the flyers.

Having fitted the end of this bearer against the back of the riser, and nailed or

screwed it fast thereto, fix a cross bearer, by letting it half its thickness into the ad-

jacent sides of the top of the riser, and into the top of the long bearer, so as not to i-ut

through its horizontal breadth, nor through the thickness of the riser, which will

weaken the long bearer, and injure the appearance of the work.

Fix the riser to the newel ; then proceed to put down the first winding tread, fitting

it close to the newel with a re-entrant angle or bird's-mouth : proceed with all the suc-

ceeding risers and treads, always fixing in the bearers previously to the laying of each

successive tread, until the steps round the winding part are entirely completed. Proceed

then with the upper retrogressive flight, as in that below. Fit the brackets into the

'backs of the risers and treads, so that their edges may join each other upon the sides

of the rough strings to which they are fixed by nails, and thus the work is completed.

There are some workmen who do not mind the close fitting to the riser ; but since

the work cannot be so firm, this practice must not be recommended.

In the best kind of dog-legged stairs, the nosings are returned, and sometimes

the risers mitred to brackets, and sometimes mitred with quaker strings : in this case

a hollow must be mitred round the internal angle of the under side of the tread, and

the face of the riser. Sometimes the string is framed into the newel, and notched to

receive the ends of the steps, and at the other end a corresponding notch board ; then

the whole flyers are put up, as a step ladder.

BRACKETTED STAIRS.

In the* construction of bracketted stairs, the same method in laying down the plan

is to be observed as in dog-legged stairs. The ballusters must be neatly dovetailed

into the ends of the steps, two being inserted in each, so that one of the ballusters

may have one of its faces in the same plane with the riser, and the other face in the"

c
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same plane with the face of the bracket ; and one of the faces of the other balluster in

the middle between the two risers, and the other face in the same plane with the face

of the bracket.

GEOMETRICAL STAIRS.

The steps of geometrical stairs ought to be neatly finished, and present a handsome

light appearance. The risers and treads ought not to be less than H inch thick. The
two parts at a right angle, which form each of the steps, should be well glued and

blocked underneath, in the internal angle ; and when the steps are set in their true

position, the treads must be secured to the risers by screws passing from the under

side of each horizontal part into the riser. The brackets are mitred to the vertical

part ; and the nosings, with the cavetto underneath, should be returned upon the

bracket, and stopped upon the string board. The under side may be finished with lath

and plaster, or with a pannelled soffit.

Geometrical stairs are sometimes finished without brackets, the risers being mitred

to the string board instead of brackets.

HANDRAILING.
Where there is not any sudden rise in the ballusters, the top of the rail ought to

be kept as nearly as possible to the same height throughout ; but if the height of the

steps should lead to an irregularity in the fall of the rail, the line must be rendered

agreeable, by reducing the angular parts to curves, which is called easing-off the rail

:

thus there will be no impediments in passing the hand along the back or top of the rail,

instead of its being suddenly interrupted at every junction.

When the risers of three or more steps terminate in the same vertical line, in

order to connect the lower and upper parts of the rail in the most agreeable manner,

the intermediate part will require to be ramped.

But in cases where not more than two risers terminate in the same vertical line, the

rail is frequently continued so as to form an elbow in the intermediate part, in such a

manner, that the top of the three parts thus connected may be all in one plane, which

will not only be pleasant to the eye, but will also be convenient, because the parts thus

joined may be formed out of the thinnest wood possible. To fix the rail in such a

position as to differ the least from being parallel, the top over the upper part may be

depressed half the height of a step, while that over the lower part may be as much
elevated : so that, though the rail will not be entirely parallel with the line of nosings,

the lower part rising higher as it advances towards the intermediate part or turn, and

the upper part approaching nearer to the line of nosings, as it is more remote from that

part.

In cases where there are binders, and the well-hole is very small, the top of the

2
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rail must be kept higher over the winders than over the straight part, as otherwise the

passenger will be in danger of tumbling over. The rise of the rail over the circular

plan cannot be regulated by geometrical principles, but must be left to the discretion of

the workman. I should advise it to be used only in extreme cases; as it occasions not

only an incongruity in the fall of the rail, but a great inconvenience to the workman

by obliging him to prepare the semicircular part by two different face moulds. In such

extreme cases, the easing of the rail at the upper end will be entirely upon the circular

part of the plan, while that at the lower end will be entirely upon the straight part

below the winders; and thus as it occasions the upper part to have less slope than the

lower, so it occasions also the face mould of the upper part to be considerably longer

than that of the lower part.

c2
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GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS

PROBLEM I.

PLATE I. Case I. and II. Figs. 1 and 2.

From a given Point C, to draw a Perpendicidar to a given straight Line A B.

From the point C, with any radius, describe two arcs, or an arc, so as to cut the

straight line A B in the two points e andy: from the points e and J", with any equal

radii, describe arcs cutting each other at D and join D C, then will D C be perpendicu-

lar to A B.

Case III. Fig. 3.

When the perpendicular is near the end of the line, Jig. 3, from any point A de-

scribe an arc CD; from any other point B describe two arcs, C and D, with the same

radii; and join C D; then C D is perpendicular to A B.

Case IV. Fig. 4.

When the perpendicular is at the end of the line, take any point C above the line,

and let the perpendicular to be drawn be from the extremity B; join C B ; from C, with

the radius C B, describe an varc cutting A B at e ; join e C; and produce e C to D;
make C D equal to C e, and join D B; then B D is perpendicular to A B.

PROBLEM II.

Figs. 5 and 6.

To make an Angle at a given Point E in the straight Line D E equal to the given

Angle ABC.
From the point B, with any radius, describe an arc g h, cutting A B at g and

B C at h; from the point E, with the same radius, describe an arc i Tc cutting D E at i;

make the arc i k equal to g h, and through k draw E F; then will the angle D E F be

equal to A B C, as required.

PROBLEM III.

Fig. 7.

To draw a straight Line parallel to another straight Line A B, and at a given

Distance from A B.

In A B take any two points g and h ; from each of the points g and h, with a

radius equal to the distance required, describe two arcs e and J", and draw the line

C D to touch the arcs e andy*; then C D is parallel to A B 3t the distance required.
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PROBLEM IV.

Fig. 8.

To draw a straight Line through a given Point g parallel to a given straight

Line A B.

In A B take any pointy,- fromyj with the distancej^, describe the arc ge, cut-

ting A B at e ; from g, with the same radius, describe an arc fh, cutting A B vXf;
make the arc fh equal to the arc eg; and through the points g and h draw C D ; then

C D passes through the point g, and is parallel to A B, as required.

PROBLEM V.

Fig. 9.

To bisect a given Angle ABC; that is, to divide it into two equal Parts.

From the angular point B, with any radius, describe an arc de, cutting A B at d

and B C at e : from points d and e as centres, with the same radius, describe arcs cut-

ting each other at F, and join B F; then will B F bisect the angle A BC as required.

PROBLEM VI.

Fig. 10.

To bisect a straight Line ABi^fl Perpendicular.

From the points A and B, with any equal radius greater than half the line, de-

scribe arcs cutting each other at C and Z>, and join CD; then CD will bisect the

straight line A B as required.

PROBLEM VII.

Fig. 11.

To divide a straight Line in the same Ratio as another given Line A B is divided in

the Point d.

Draw the straight line AC at any angle with A B, and make A C equal in length

to the straight line to be divided ; join B C; draw de parallel to B C, cutting A C at

e; then will A C be divided at e in the same ratio that A B is divided at d.

PROBLEM VIII.

PLATE II. Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

The two Axes of an Ellipse being given^ to describe tlie Curve.

Draw the straight line A B equal in length to the greater axis ; bisect A B at E
by the perpendicular CD; make EC and ED each equal to the lesser axis; then

on the axis A B and C D describe a curve by one of the three following methods.
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First Method, zvith a String. Fig. 2.

From the point C, with a radius equal to A E or E B, half the greater axis, de-

scribe two arcs cutting A B atyand F ; then double a string and place the bent part

round a pin at F ; then stretch the string along the axis towards A ; tie a knot at A, and

fix another pin between the strings aty*; put a pencil in the inside of the line, and

stretch out both parts; then press the pencil to the paper and move it round as at P,

so as always to stretch the string, and the curve will be described.

Second Method, by a Trammel, finding Points in a Curve. Fig. 2.

Let p q r be a straight edge on a slip of strong paper or ivory ; make p q from the

extremity p equal to C E or ED, andp r equal to A E or E B ; then any point p in

the curve may be found thus : place the point q in any point of the axis A B, and turn

the straight edge of the rule round q until r intersect CD; then mark the paper at p,

and thus we shall obtain as many points as we please ; a sufficient number being then

found, draw or trace a curve through all the points.

Or, if a proper trammel is at hand, the curve may be described by continued motion.

Third Method, geometrically by Points. Fig. 3.

Divide the semi-greater axis E B into any number of equal parts (as here 6).

Draw B F perpendicular to A B ; make B F equal to E C or E D, and divide B F into

the same number of parts as B E (viz. 6), the point B being nothing to each line

draw lines from the points 1, 2, 3, &c. in B F, to the point C ; also draw lines from the

point D through the points 1, 2, 3, &c. in B E, and produce them to cut the lines

drawn to C at the points a, b, c, d, and draw the curve B abede C, which will complete

one quarter of the ellipse. The other three are completed in the same manner.

PROBLEM IX.

Given an Ellipse A B C D (Fig. 4), and its Centre E, to drazv a similar Ellipse,

similarly situated, through a given Point p, so that E may also be the Centre ofthe

Ellipse to be draivn. Or through a given Point p to describe an Ellipse concentric

with a given one, A C B D E being the Centre.

Draw E p, and produce it to cut the given ellipse in F, also from any point A in the

given ellipse draw A E and join FA, and draw p I parallel to F A, cutting A E at I:

then the point I will be in the curve. In the same manner, by the points I or p now
given, we may find the points q, r, or the points m, n, s, either by the same point, or bv

proceeding progressively, always finding the next point from the last; then through

all the points draw a curve, which will be the ellipse required.
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PROBLEM X.

To circumscribe an Ellipse about an Oblong, so that the Axes of the Ellipse may have

the same Ratio as the Sides of the Oblong, and that they may pass through its

Centre parullel to the Sides.

To circumscribe an ellipse about an oblong, so that the axes of the ellipse may have

the same ratio as the sides of the oblong, and that they may pass through its centre

parallel to the sides,

Let A B C D, figure 5, be the oblong. Bisect A B in F, and A D in E through

F\ draw L N parallel to A D, cutting D C at H ; and through E draw KM parallel to

A B, cutting B C in G ; take F Q equal to F B, and join B Q, cutting KM in P ;

take I M equal to B Q, and / L equal to B P; the ellipse described through the points

K, L, M, N, will also pass through the points A, B, C, D, and be that which was

required.

For, by the property of the ellipse B Q and B P, are the same axes of which A B C 1) is the

inscribed rectangle.

Since F Q is equal to F B, and that the triangles Q F B and B G P are similar, we shall have

B G equal to P G.

Therefore (B Q)« = 2 (F B)*

and (B P)« = 2 (B G)%
Whence, by proportion,

(BQ)' : (BP)' : : 2(FB)« : 2(BG)«
or (BQ)' : (BP)' : : (FB)' : (BG)'

Therefore BQ : BP :: FB BG;
but B Q is equal to I M and B P equal to I

L'

whence I M : I L : : F B : B G.

PROBLEM XI.

Chen an Ellipse A B C D (Fig. 6), the t:co Axes A B and CD in Position, to describe

a concentric Ellipse through a given Point P in either Axis.

Join AB, and draw P Q parallel to A B, cutting B D in Q; make ES equal to

E Q, ER equal to E P : then with the greater axis P R, and the lesser axis Q S,

describe the ellipse P Q R S, which is that required to be done.

PROBLEM XII.

To draw the Representation of an Ellipse with Compasses, the ttco Axes being given in

Position.

First, by finding an intermediate point in each quadrant (Jig- 7).

Let A E be the greater axis, F the centre, and FC the semi-lesser axis.
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In the quadrant E C of the curve, find the point D in the curve hy Problem VIII.

third method. Join C D (or suppose it to be joined), and bisect C D by a perpendicular

meeting C F produced in I; from I, with the radius I C, describe the arc C K, which

will pass through the point/); draw IK parallel to F E, and join KE, which produce to

meet the arc CA'in some point 7c, and join I, cutting F E at H ; from H, with the

distance H 7c, describe the arc k E.

Make F G equal to F H; join I G, and produce it to B ; from G, with the radius

G B, describe the arc B A, which will complete the same curve of the representation of

the ellipse.

Second, by finding two intermediate points in each quadrant, (Jig. 8). Suppose

the two points B and C to be found in the curve as before. Bisect CD by a

perpendicular, meeting the same lesser axis D I, produced at H ; join C H; bisect B C
by a perpendicular, meeting C H at K ; from K, with the distance K C, describe the

arc C L ; draw K L parallel to A G, and join L A, which produce to meet the arc C L
at n; join n K, cutting AG at R ; from R with the distance if n, describe the arc n A

;

from H, with the radius H D, describe the arc D C ; then by placing the lines in sym

metrical order on the other side of D I, and describing the arcs D E, E F, F G, we shall

have the representation of an ellipse nearer to the truth than that exhibited in^. 7.

SECTIONS OF PRISMATIC SOLIDS.

PROBLEM XIII.

PLATE III. Fig. 1.

Through any t7iree Points in Space given in Position to a Plane, to find the Inter

section of t7tat Plane with anotficr Plane passing t7irough the three given Points,

and t7ie Inclination ofilie two Planes.

Let A, B, C, be the three given points. Through the points A and B draw A H,
and through the points A and C draw A I ; make A D perpendicular to A B, and draw

B F parallel to A B ; draw A E perpendicular to A C, and draw C G parallel to A E

;

make A D and A E each equal to the height of the point upon A, B F equal to the

height of the point upon B, and C G equal to the height of the point upon C ; through

the points D and F draw D H, and through the points E G draw E I, and join H I,

which produce to J. Draw J K perpendicular to H J, and draw A L parallel to HI,
cutting J

K

at K ; make K L equal to AD or A E the height of the point upon A, and

join LJ; then H J will be the intersection, and KJL the inclination of the plane

required.

SCHOLIUM.

As this problem is the foundation of getting a wreath rail out of the least quantity of stufT, I

shall show how it may be considerably abridged. It is evident, that if the least height be taken away

D
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from all the three heights, the shortest height will be nothing, and the intersection of the plane will

pass through the point upon which the shortest line would have stood, and be parallel to the inter-

section made by the three entire heights ; it is likewise evident that the planes will have the sam«
inclination as from the three entire heights. It will therefore be reduced to the following

PROBLEM XIV.

Fig-. 2.

Through any two Points in Space given in Position to a Plane, tofind the Intersection

of that Plane with another Plane, so that the last Plane may pass through the

two given Points, and the common Intersection through a given Point in the first

Plane; and tojind the Inclination of' the Planes.

Let A and B, Jig. 2, be the seats of the two given points in space, and C the given

point in the plane.

Join A B, and produce it to F, and draw A D perpendicular to A B, and B E
parallel to A D ; make A D equal to the height upon A, and B E equal to the height

upon J?; join D E, and produce D E to F ; join F C, draw CG perpendicular to F Ct.

and A H perpendicular to C G, cutting C G at G ; make G H equal to A D, and join

H C ; then F C is the intersection, and G C H the inclination of the plane required.

DEMONSTRATION.

Let the triangle A FD be turned up upon the base A F in a plane passing through A /'per-

pendicular to (he plane of the paper; then the points D, E, and C, will be in their right position ;

and the point F will be in the intersection of that plane ; therefore FC will be the common inter-

section ; and because A G is parallel to FC, G C II will be the inclination of the two planes

with each other.

PROBLEM XV.

Figs. 3 and 4.

Given on a Plane tlie Seats of two Points in Space, the Base of a rijit Prism in

Position, and the Elevations of the two Points, to find the Section of the Prism

made by a Plane tluzt sliall pass through the elevated Points, and through a third

Point given in Position in thefirst Plane.

Find the intersection F C, and the angle of inclination G C II of the cutting plane,

as in the last Problem.

Draw C I perpendicular to // C ; take any number of points, a, a, a, &c. in the base

of the prism, at the angular points, when it consists of straight lines, as in Jig. 3,

nnd at any convenient distances, when it is a curve, as in fig. 2 ; draw all the lines

a n parallel to F C, cutting CG in the points b, and C H or C II produced at «

;

tiraw all the lines np parallel to CI; make all the lines np, &c. equal to the re-
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spective lines b a in the same connexion ; then, in the case where the sides of the

prism are planes, join the two points in every two adjacent ordinates; and where the

surface of the prism between the bases is curved, trace a curve line through the

points p.

When the figure of the base can be divided by a straight line, so that the ordinates on

each side may be equal, as in Jig- 4, by the line A A find the corresponding line P P of

the section ; then take the ordinates from A' A' instead of from C G, and place them on

each side of PP, and two points will be found at every application.

PLATE IV.

Examples of the Sections of Prisms.

Example 1, Fig. 1, exhibits the application of the foregoing principle to the section

of the segment of a cylinder, all the three points through which the cylinder is cut being

in the surface ; the two points, of which their seats are A and B, being elevated above the

base ABC, and the third point C common to the curved surface and the base, and con-

sequently the intersection of the cutting plane will pass through C. It may here be

observed, that instead of setting up the whole height of the points, we may set any

portion of each respective height as may be found convenient, such as one half, one

third, one fourth, &c. In this example, A D and B E are each one third of the

respective height of each point above the plane of the base ABC; H G I is the angle of

inclination of the cutting plane and that of the base ; the section Z is found as before,

(see the letters of reference).

Example 2, Fig. 2, shows how the same principles may be applied to finding the

sections of any upright planes. This example exhibits the sections of a number of

vertical planes all passing through one common axis : the best method is to find the

section of the axis in the plane Z, then to produce the lines of the plane of the base to

meet the base of the plane of inclination ; then to draw the lines in the planes of inclination

perpendicular to its base to cut the inclined line; and from the points of sections in the

inclined line, to draw lines through the point which is the section of the axis of all the

planes : but if any line in the plane of the base run beyond the space which is limited to

draw upon, as e f; draw fh perpendicular to the base of the plane of inclinations,

cutting the base of that plane at g, and the inclined line of the said plane at h ; draw 7t i

perpendicular to the inclined line ; and draw i s to the point s, where the sections of

the planes meet each other.

If the lines in the figure which represents the bases of the planes be those for the

construction of a polar or equinoctial dial, and if the inclination H G I be equal to the

angle which the pole makes with the horizon ; then the lines constructed in the plane of

section Z will be those of a horizontal dial; the line 12.?, parallel to G I, will be the

d2
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12 o'clock line; the angle which the stile makes with the 12 o'clock line is equal to the

complement of the angle of inclination H G I; that is, equal to the angle G I H.
Example 3, Fig. 3, exhibits the section of the segment of a hollow cylinder.

Example 4, Fig. 4, exhibits the section of a prism having its base similar to the

portion of the plan of a handrail ; the curve parts are traced as usual ; the straight part,

which represents a portion of the straight rail, may represent the plan of a rectangular

prism : we have only to find the ends of the straight lines which form the sections of

these planes, and draw straight lines between the points thus found ; as, find a the

section of the line that stands on A, b the section of the line that stands on B, c the

section of the line that stands on C, and d the section of the line that stands on D ; then

join a 5, be, cd, da; then a bed is the section of the prism that stands on A B C D.

THE COVERING OF A CYLINDER.

PROBLEM XVI.

To find the Form of a Covering of the Segment of a right Cylinder so as fo coincide

with a Plane tliat shall pass through any three given Points on the Surface.

PLATE V.

Let the seats of the three given points, Jig. 1, be A, B, C, ABC being the base of

the segment: join A B and produce it to D.
Draw any straight line A E and B F parallel to A E, making any angle with A D ;

make A E equal to the height of the point upon A, and B F equal to the height of the

point upon B, and join E F, and produce E F to D ; also join D C, and produce D C
to G : through G draw H I perpendicular to D G ; draw A K parallel to D G, cutting

H I at H ; make // K equal to A E, and join K G.

Take as many equidistant points a, Jig. 2, as the arc ABC will contain, beginning

at C; from each draw a line a p, parallel to D G, cutting G H at n and G K at p.

Extend all the equal chords C a, a a, kc. upon the straight line G I, and let the points

n' be the extremities of these chords ; then, G I being equal to the whole number, G I

will be nearly equal to the length of the arc A B C. Draw all the lines n'p' perpendicular

to GI ; and make each respective line n' p' equal to the corresponding np; through all

the points p' draw the curve G L, which is that required.

InJigs. 1 and 2, the cylinder is cut obliquely in different positions. In figs. 2 and

5, the height upon A is double to the height on B. In fig. 3, the section is perpendicular

to the plane of the segment, but not so in the former two.

3
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CURVES AND SPIRAL LINES. gl

ON THE DEVELOPEMENT OF THE CYLINET.

PROBLEM XVII.

Given the Plan andproperJailing* Mould of a Handrail ; tofind the Face Mould and

Devclopement of' the Curve in Position to the upper Edge of the Jailing Mould, so

that when theJul'ling Mould is bent to its proper Extent on the Cylinet, the Curve

thus developed may coincide with the upper Side of the Cylinet or Face of the

Plank.
PLATE VI.

Let A B C DE F, fig. 1, be the plan of the rail; also let vyzl, Jig. 2, be the

developement of the rail, taken on the convex side of the plan, fig. 1 ; vy being the

base ; the part v w the developement of A C, and w x equal to the straight part C D.

The falling mould X is traced as usual.

Draw xd perpendicular to vy, cutting the upper edge of the falling mould at d

.

through the point d draw a d parallel to vy, cutting the perpendicular vs at a ; make

d c equal to DC; then a c will be the developement of A C : bisect a s at p, and draw

p q parallel to a d, cutting the upper edge of the falling mould at q. Draw q b

parallel to a s, cutting a d at b. Make the arc A B so that a b may be its developement;

join FB and produce it to G, and make B G equal to F B, and join G D ; then G D is

the intersecting line.

The face mould Y is traced as usual; H VL being the inclination of the plane of

the plank of the horizon.

Divide A C into any number of equal parts (as here into eight) at the points

1, 2, 3, &c. ; also divide ac into the same number of equal parts at 1, 2, 3, &e.

Draw the perpendiculars 1 M, 2 N, 3 O, &c. ; cutting H V at I, J, K, &c. and V L at

M, N, 0, &c. Also draw 1 m, 2 n, 3o, &c. ; make 1 m, 2 n, So, &c. respectively

equal to 1 M, 2 N, 3 O, &c. ; and draw the curve Imn o, &c. ; then Imno, &c. is

the curve required to be placed in position to sqz.

CURVES AND SPIRAL LINES.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To reduce an Angle, A B C, formed by two straight Lines, to a Curve,from two given

Points d and e in each Line.

PLATE VII.

First Method, Fig. 1

.

Let B d and B e be equal : draw <Z/*and ef respectively perpendicular to A B and

BC ; from the intersection f describe the zvcde; then the mixt line AdeC will

have no angle.
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Second Method, Figs. 2 and 3.

Divide B d and Be each into the same number of equal parts; then suppose the

points of division in the straight line A B to be numbered from d to B, and the points of

division in the straight line B C to be numbered from B to e ; join the corresponding

points of division by straight lines, and a curve will be formed by their intersections, and

this curve will form a mixt line, without angles, with the two given straight lines.

Infig. 2, the distances B d and B e are equal. In Jig- 3, B d and B e are unequal.

These variations of distances and curvature are useful on particular occasions.

SPIRAL LINES.

DEFINITIONS.

1. A spiral is a curve described by a point which is continually revolving and

approaching to anotherfixed point according to a given law.

2. Thefixed point is called the centre of the spiral.

3. Any line drawnfrom the centre to the curve is called a radius.

4. Iffrom the point where the curve commenced, a radius be drawn, the portion

of the curve terminated by any tivo adjacent points cut by the radius, is called a

revolution.

5. If a spiral be so drawn, that iffrom a point in a straight line as a centre, a

number of arcs be drawn, cutting the straight line and the curve so that all the inter-

cepted arcs may be equal in length when extended in a straight line, the spiral is called

the reciprocal spiral.

This spiral (sec fig. 4) is useful where the rail is required to form a curve to a

given distance in order to produce a beautifulform to the rail. Indeed, it is impossible

to conceive any thing more natural, easy, or elegant than the line here given; and it is

well worth the trouble of all who are engaged in the construction of stairs or hand-

railing to consider it. The joiner, the mason, and the blacksmith, are equally con-

cerned.

6. Ifa moving point be continually revolving round afixedpoint, in such a manner
that the difference of the ordinates formed by any two radii may be equal to the

difference between any other two ordinates at the same angle, the spiral is called the

spiral of Archimedes.

This form of spiral may be imitated with a compass, as infig. 5, and may be drawn
from centres which form the angles of a square. If the distance between the revolutions

is given, divide that distance into four equal parts, then one of these parts is the side of

the square which has the centres in the angles.
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SPIRALS. 23

This is exceedingly useful in the construction of a stair with a conical well-hole, and

may be described from any given radius as the greatest ; the ends of the longest steps

approach nearest to the centre of the spiral, and the ends of the shortest are the most

remote.

Thus, let the centre of the square be considered as the centre of the spiral; let

A be the point through which the curve is to be drawn ; divide the distance between

the revolution into four equal parts, take half of one of these distances as a radius from

the centre, describe a small circle ; di'aw Ada tangent to the circle ; make the portion

ad equal to the side of the square, circumscribing the circle so that the points a and d
may be at equal distances from the point of contact ; then upon a d describe the square

abed; produce a b to B, be to C, cd to D, &c. ; from the first centre a, with the

radius a A, describe the arc A B ; from b, with the radius b B, describe the arc B C

;

from c, with the radius c C, describe the arc CD; from d, with the radius d D, describe

the arc D E and so on, and the spiral thus drawn with compasses will imitate the spiral

of Archimedes.

If any number of radii be drawn at equal angles, and the extremities of every two

adjacent radii be joined, then if every two adjacent triangles be similar, the curve is

called the logarithmic spiral, or the proportional spiral.

To imitate the proportional spiral, let z (Jig. 6) be the centre, and let A and B be two

points given in radii at a quadrant's distance. Suppose A B to be joined by a straight line

;

bisect A B by a perpendicular passing through a ; on A B suppose a semicircle described

to meet the perpendicular at a; join a A and a B ; let B C be drawn at right angles to

A B, cutting A z produced at C ; bisect B C by a perpendicular, cutting a B at b ; from

the centre a, with the radius a A, describe the arc A B ; from the centre b, with the

radius b B describe the arc B C\ and so on.

If the centres a and b had been first given ; a B perpendicular to a A, and b C
perpendicular to a B, a A equal to a B, b B equal to b C ; join A C on a b, describe a

semicircle, cutting AC at z; draw B z, and B z is perpendicular to A C.

SPIRALS.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE LOGARITHMIC SPIRAL.

PLATE VIII.

If the straight line G B {fig. 1) be perpendicular and equal to G E; and if from any interme-

diate point A in G B, A C be drawn perpendicular and equal to A B ; and if EC be drawn, and

A D perpendicular to it ; then if A D be joined, the angle G AC is bisected.

For, join B C, and upon B C, as a diameter, describe the semicircle B A D C.

Because A B is equal to A C, the angle A BC is equal to the angle A C B. But the an^Ic

B A C is a right angle ; therefore each of the .angles ABC and ACB is half a right angle ; but the
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auglcs B C A and B D A are upon the same base A B ; therefore the angles B D A and BCA are

equal to each other ; but E C A is half a right angle ; therefore also the angle B D A is half a right

aoglc ; whence the angle B D E is bisected by the straight line A D.

If G D be joined, and if B D be produced to H ; G D will also bisect the angle ED H.

For, join EB, and upon E B describe the semicircle EG D B.

Because the angles EG B and ED B are right angles, they are in a semicircle. But because EG
fa equal to BG, the angles G B E and GE B ?.re each equal to half a right angle; but the angles

G D E and GB E are upon the same base EG; therefore the angles G D E and G B E are equal

to each other ; but the angle GB E is half a right angle ; therefore G D E is also half a right angle
;

w hence the angle ED His, bisected.

Corollary. Hence tbe angle GD A is a right angle.

The triangles A D G, E D B, and B D C, arc similar.

For, since the angles BED and B G D are upon the same base B D, and in the

same segment B D E, the angle B E D is equal to the angle B GD ; but the angles

E D B and A D G are each a right angle ; but when two angles of a triangle are equal

to two angles of another, these two triangles are similar; therefore the triangles GD A
and E D B are similar.

Again, because the angle G A I is a right angle, and because A D is drawn perpen-

dicular to G I, the triangle G A I is divided into two triangles, AD G and A D I, which

are similar to each other and to the whole triangle G A I. But the angles D B C and

D A C are upon the same base D C, and in the same segment D B C ; therefore the

angle D AC is equal to the angle D B C ; therefore, for the same reason as before, the

triangle B DC is similar to the triangle DAI; whence the triangle EDB is similar

to the triangle B D C.

Fig. 2 shows the construction of the eye of the scroll, by drawing lines parallel to

each other upon the two primary diagonals. See the middle part of Jig. 1, where

jig. 2 applies.

Fig. 3. To draw a line making equal angles with two given lines, is very useful

in the construction of stairs where the steps diminish upwards, and in many cases of

carpentry and joinery. I shall here show how this may be performed.

Let A B and CD be two converging lines : it is required to draw a straight line

through the point E to meet A B and C D at equal angles on the same side of the line.

Draw EF parallel to AB, and E G parallel to CD; bisect the angle GE F, and

the bisecting line HI produced to meet A B in H and C D in / will make the angles

BUI and D I II equal to each other, or the angles AHI and C IH on the other side

of the line equal to each other.
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EXPLANATION OF THE SOLIDS.

PLATE IX.

Fig. 1 shows the rail as completely squared upon a cylinder, with the plan of the

hollow cylinder underneath from which the rail is formed.

Fig. 2 exhibits the manner in which the elevation of the helix or spiral line which

forms one of the outside arrises of the rail is drawn.

Divide the exterior circle into any number of equal parts, or according to the number

of steps: and divide the height, or part of the axis intended for one revolution, into

the same number of equal parts; draw lines through the points of division perpendicular

to the axis ; and from the points of division in the exterior circle, draw lines parallel

to the said axis ; through every two corresponding points draw a curve a b c, &c. and

this curve will form one of the arris lines as represented in Jig. 1.

The same curve may be repeated in as many equal heights as the revolutions are in

number.

This will give some idea of the rail according to the definition I have given of it.

Though tho figure here exhibited for a rail in the square is supposed to be cut out

of a hollow cylinder in one entire piece, in order to convey more readily the idea of the

helixal solid ; it is evident, however, that the square helix may be cut out of short

pieces of wood, so that the fibres of the wood may run in any direction we please.

Therefore, since we have this in our choice, the nearer the fibres run in the direction of

the length of the piece, or to the arris lines of the helixal solid, the stronger it will be.

There are two different kinds of joints : one is formed by planes parallel to the axis

of the cylinder; and the other by a plane perpendicular to one of the arris lines of the

rail : those joints that are formed by planes parallel to the axis of the cylinder, are called

splice-joints ; and those joints that are formed by planes perpendicular to the arris lines,

are called butt-joints.

PLATE X.
Exhibits a Portion of the Cylindrome contained between two parallel Planes ; and here

the Cylindrome is what is commonly denoted a hollow Cylinder.

Fig. 1 shows the thickness of the portion, and the inclination of the cutting planes

to the base, which cutting planes will form two equal and similar sections; and as it is

well known that the section of a cylinder is an ellipse, each section or face will be con-

tained between two concentric and similar ellipses ; but it is obvious, that as the solid

returns to itself, the entire helix cannot be made of so great a portion of the cylindrome,

unless the cutting planes were extended to a very remote distance from each other ;.

E
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and consequently the waste of wood would be very great. The solid here exhibited

is therefore of no practical utility, but is absolutely necessary in theory, as an idea of the

;parts of any thing which are very dissimilar cannot easily be formed without having a

correct idea of the whole.

Fig. 2. The same portion of the cylindrome representing the solid obliquely, or as

projected on a plane, in such a manner that another plane, which is perpendicular to the

planes of the sections of the solid is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the plane of

projection. This position presents the most correct idea of the real form of the solid to

the imagination. One of the sectional sides is brought entirely to view, the other being

concealed bv the body itself; and a portion of each of the curved sides is shown.

The method of representing such a solid will easily be found, by observing that the

corresponding letters in the elevations, Jigs. 1 and 2, have equal heights, and the dis-

tances of the numerals on the plane are equal.

Fig. 3. A representation of half the solid ; but even here the waste of wood would

be too great ; and as the fibres of the wood are cut across on both sides, the piece would

be too weak.

PLATE XL
Figs. 1 and 2 are the cylinets, as if cut from a cylindrome. Fig. 1 shows the

convex side. Fig. 2 the concave side. These may be otherwise formed out of a plank,

by means of moulds properly applied and cut out according to the principles of the

cylinder.

Fig. 3. A helinet being a part of the helixoid, or complete solid, corresponding to one

half of the semicircular plan and a small portion of the straight part. The rectangles

J B C D and E F G H at the ends, show what have here been called, splice joints.

Figs. 1 and 2 are the first state of the solid after being cut out of the plank ; two

opposite portions of these solids are the same portions of the surfaces of the plank, and

are therefore plane surfaces ; the figures of these surfaces are the same as the face

mould ; the curved surfaces between the plane surfaces are portions of the surfaces of

the cylindrome.

The ends form splice-joints : if butt-joints are required, the pieces must be got out

of longer lengths, as the ends of the cylinets must first be planes parallel to the axis for

the conveniency of the workman.

The helinet is formed from the cylinet by the application of the falling mould upon

the concave and convex sides of the cylinet. Expert workmen only use a falling mould

for one side, and some that have great practice use no falling mould except in the

geometrical construction for ascertaining the height.
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PLANS AND ELEVATIONS OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF
STAIRS IN GENERAL USE.

PLATE XII.

Represents a dog-legged Stair without Winder*.

PLATE XIII.

Represents a dog-legged Stair with One-quarter Winders.

PLATE XIV.
Represents a dog-legged Stair with Two-quarter Winders.

The principal thing to be attended to in these kinds of stairs is the formation of

the ramps, knees, and swan-necks. The usual method of doing this is by drawing the

arc of a circle, so that the line which represents the top of the rail may form a tangent to

that arc : this is exhibited at the upper end of the elevation.

The method of forming the sections of rails in general,, and the mitre-cap for the

rail of a dog-legged stair, will be afterwards shown.

For the conveniency of fixing, the nosings of the winders are generally brought into

the same plane with the adjacent arris line of the newel.

PLATE XV.
A semicircular Staircase without Winders.

PLATE XVI.
A semicircular Staircase with Winders..

PLATE XVIL
A rectangular Stair with Winders in the Angles..

PLATE XVIII.

A Stair upon an elliptic Plan.

There are many forms of stairs, but these shown are most generally used. The
examples of handrailing that follow, are according to some of the forms of stairs

exhibited in the preceding Plates, from XII. to XVIII. inclusive.-

In projecting any of these stairs, that is, drawing the elevation from the plane

which is supposed to be given, any step of the elevation may be drawn independent * i

e2
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the rest, by marking the number of the step upon the line which forms the plan of that

step, and marking the same number in the middle of its height; then drawing a line

perpendicular from each end of the plan of the step, and two lines at right angles from

each extremity of its height ; and the step will be the space inclosed by the four lines.

THE ORNAMENTAL PARTS OF STAIRS.

PLATE XIX.

Fig. 1. The manner in which the winders of a dog legged stair meets the newel post.

Fig. 2. Swan-neck part of the rail and part of the newel of a dog-legged stair.

Fig. 3. Knee part of rail, and capital part of newel of a dog-legged stair.

Fig. 4. Base and square part of newel, in order to receive the string boards.

Fig. 5. Base of the same to a larger size.

Fig. 6. String board and brackets of geometrical stairs, showing the nosings of the

steps, and the manner in which they return upon the string.

Fig. 7. Design of a bracket.

Fig. 8. Another design for a bracket, answering to the flyers. To find the bracket

corresponding to the winders, let A B be the part where the given bracket joins the

tread of the steps, and A C the part that mitres upon the riser below, at the ex-

tremities. At the angles a, b, c, d, draw lines perpendicular to A B meeting it in

f>«/> <-T>
'* ' draw & D* making any angle with B A equal to the length of one of the

brackets of the winders ; join A D, and draw e i, fk, g I, and h m parallel to A D

;

draw D E perpendicular to B D, and i n, k o, Ip, m q, parallel to D E ; make D E,

in, k o, Ip, m q, each equal to AC, e a,fb, g c, hd; find as many other points as are

necessary in the same manner ; draw the curve lines, and B D E will be the bracket

required.

ON THE FORMATION OF THE SECTIONS OF THE RAIL.

To describe the Sections ofa Handrail to any Breadth and Height.

This depends in a great measure upon fancy ; the principal circumstance to be

observed is, to make the section in such a manner that the rail may feel easy to the hand

and be agreeable to the eye.

PLATE XX.

The usual form of the sections of a rail are those exhibited in^/gtf. 1 and 2. The
only difference between them is in the hand-hold or upper part of Jig. 1 being much
flitter, and consequently thinner, than that shown by Jig. 2.

2
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The general dimensions of a handrail for common buildings vary in breadth from two

inches and one eighth to two and a quarter, and in depth from one inch and seven eighths

to two inches, which will therefore admit of the following general construction.

Let A B he the depth of the rail, which we shall suppose to be two inches; through B
draw EF perpendicular to A B, and describe the semicircle E A F. In Jig'. 1 divide

A B into eight equal parts, and \njig. 2 divide A B into seven equal parts: then, in

either figure, through the second point, draw CD parallel to E F ; make 2 C and 2 D
each equal one inch and one eighth part of an inch, and CD will be two inches and a

quarter, and the points C and D will fall within the semicircle. Join E C and produce

it to meet the semicircle in g, and join gB, cutting C D in i; draw ikl parallel to gE

;

from B, as a centre, with the radius B A, describe the arc A g; from i, as a centre, with

the radius ig, describe the arc g k, and it will pass through the point C ; make kl equal

to A 2, and draw Itn parallel to E F ; from I, with the distance Ik, describe the arc k m,

and draw mn parallel to A B, cutting E F'm n; then A gk m n B is the half of the

section. In the same manner the other half will be described.

N. B. The line A B is called the axis of the section.

Fig. 3 is the same form as in Jigs. 1 and 2, but here no part is described with com-

passes ; for the upper part is a semi-ellipse, whose greater axis is equal to the breadth of

the rail, and the lesser half its thickness : the remaining part is formed by hand agreeable

to the eye, so as to have no angles that may interrupt the beauty of the curve line which

forms the part of the contour that is presented to the eye.

Fig. 4 is another form still more beautiful ; the upper part is a semi-ellipse, as in

Jig. 3, but the lower part is shaped in the form of a vase or urn, agreeable to the classic

elegance of Grecian architecture.

To ascertain the axal Section of a Mitre-cap, the Section of tlie Rail and the Mitre at

the End of the Rail being given.

N. B. The mitre at the end of the rail is formed by two symmetrical plane figures at

a given angle with each other ; so that when the rail is set in its true position, the planes

of each of the two figures will be perpendicular to the horizon.

Let No. 1 , Jigs. 5 and 6, be the given section of the rail ; produce the axis A B to

/ ,• through / draw K L perpendicular to A I, and make I K ox I L each equal to the

radius of the cap ; draw C F and D G parallel to A I ; from /, with the radius /K or

/ L, describe the semicircle L G FK ; then draw FE and G E to form the given angle,

and the point E will be in the line A I. To find any point P in the section required,

take any point P in the curve of the given section No. 1, and draw Pr parallel to A E
meeting E G in r ; from /, with the radius / r describe the arc r m, meeting K L in m

;

draw mp perpendicular to K L, and make mp equal to MP, then will jj be a point in



SO ON THE PROJECTION OF THE SCROLL.

the curve. Hence the axal section of the mitre-cap (No. 2) will be found by ascertaining

a sufficient number of points in the curve, and drawing the curves by hand through

these points.

Figs. 5 and 6 show two varieties of figures.

ON THE PROJECTION OF THE SCROLL.

PLATE XXI.

LetJig. 1 be the plan of the scroll, and let Jig. 2 be the falling mould, B D F the

top, and ACE P the base or horizontal line touching or meeting the lowest point of

the under edge of the same.

The Plan of the Scroll and the Jailing Mould being given, to Jind any Point in the

Projection ; Fig. 3, a p, parallel to the Shank of the Scroll, being t?ie base Line of
the Projection.

Let c (Jig. 1) be the point where the curve begins on the convex side of the plan,

and let C be the corresponding point of the base of the falling mould ; also let E be any

other point in the said base, and e its corresponding point on the convex side of the plan,

Jig. 1 ; so that the arc c e when extended may be equal to C E.

Draw E F perpendicular to A P, cutting the upper edge of the falling mould at F

;

also draw ej" perpendicular to ap, cutting ap at e; and make ef equal to E F, theny
will be the projection of tVe point F. In the same manner d will be found to be the

projection of the point D, and so on for any other point in the convex side. Any point

yin the convex side being given in projection, to find the projection of the corresponding

point in the concave side. Draw the portion e g of the radius, which forms the curves of

the two sides of the plan, cutting the concave side at g; draw gg perpendicular to ap
and fg parallel to ap ; then g is the point in the projection of the concave side corre-

sponding to J", the projection of a point in the convex side. The same description will

direct how the points d',f, g, &c. (Jig. 4), are to be found; by observing first that

a' p', the base line, is perpendicular to the shank instead of being parallel.
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ON THE PROJECTION OF THE HELINET.

To find the Projection ofa Helinet, on a Plane parallel to the Axis of the Cylindrome,

and perpendicular to the cutting' Plane qfthe Solid.

PLATE XXII.

Let ABCDEFGHIKLMA (Jig: 1) be the plan of a helinet, the quadrantal

part being BCDEFGHIKLB, and the straight part being A B L M A.

ILetfig. 2 be the falling mould corresponding to the concave side of the semicyloid

found in the usual manner; viz. draw any straight line X V W U ; make U V equal

to the breadth of one of the flyers, and VX equal to the stretch of B F ; draw Xn
perpendicular to U X equal to the height of as many winders as are contained in the

circular part together with the height of a flyer ; draw V T perpendicular to U X, equal

in height to a step, and join Tn ; then complete the falling mould, of which the under

edge is n o p q r a U, and the upper edge z s t u v w x ; make V W equal to B A in fig- 1

;

draw W a. perpendicular to X U, cutting the under side of the falling mould at a, and af
parallel to UX; then a f is the stretch of A B C D E F, fig.1. In Jig. 1 divide the

quadrant BF into any equal parts B C, CD, D E, E F, which stretch upon af,

Jig: 2, according to the corresponding letters. In Jig. 1, bisect C D at I; draw IP
radiating to the centre iY, cutting the convex side of the plan at P ; draw F P R and

F and P Q parallel to each other, making any angle with F R. In fig. 2, bisect c d
in y', and draw y' y perpendicular to a f, cutting the under edge of the falling mould at

y ; divide fn and y' y each into the same number of equal parts as here into three. In

Jig. 1, make F equal to one third of fn, and PQ equal to one third of yy'; join

Q, which produce to meet F P in R. Draw R M, which produce to s'. In R $'

take any point m, and draw mjTperpendicular to R s ; then, parallel to R s, draw A as,

Bbrt, Ccqu, Ddpv, Eeow, Ffnx.
From fig. 2 transfer the heights br, c q, dp, e o, and fn, to the corresponding

lines br, cq, dp, eo,fn, fig. 1 ; also, from Jig. 2, transfer the lines as, r t, qu, p v ,

o w, and n x, to a s, r t, q u, p v, o w, and n x, fig. 1 ; then, through the points

nopqra draw a curve, which will be the line representing the under edge of the inside

falling mould ; also draw the curve xwvuts, which is the line representing the upper

edge of the same falling mould. The upper and lower edges of the outside falling mould

will be thus found ; Ar being the centre of the quadrants BCDEF, and G HI K L;
draw NE H, ND I, N C K, N B L, cutting the convex side at H, I, K ; and draw

H W, I V, K U, L T, parallel to R s' ; and E W, D V, C U, B T, parallel Xafm.
Also draw ss', tf, uu', vv', parallel io fm ; and make t f uu', v 5/, respectively

r
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equal to T B, UC, VD ; and complete the parallelogram t f s' s, and draw the curve

t' u' v' £, which will meet the curve s tuvw x at $, the point where a perpendicular drawn

from the centre N of the quadrant meets it. In the same manner find the curve ri o' y ;

and we shall have the whole projection of the helinet, which will give the thickness of

the stuff required to make the rail ; by drawing a straight line in contact with two points

on the under side without cutting the solid, and another parallel to it from the point x,

then the distance between these parallel lines is the thickness of stuff.

ON THE FORMATION OF THE FALLING MOULD.

Tofind theJailing Mouldfor a semicircular Stair with Winders round the semicircular

Pari : or thefalling- Mouldfor a semicircular Staircase level round the Semicircle,

joined below and above to Flyers.

PLATE XXIII.

No. 1, fg. 1, is the plan of the rail round the circular part, and of a small portion

of the straight part with the seats or plans of the risers round the semicircular part.

Make a b (No. 2) equal to the height of the winders ; draw a e and b d at right

angles with a b ; make a e and bf each equal to the developement of Ip or p m, No. 1 ;

draw e I and d k parallel to a b ; make e I and d Ic each equal to the height of a step, and

join eg andfk. This description so far applies both to figs. 1 and 2.

Ynfig. 1, No. 2, join ef; make e h qual to eg, and fi equal tofk, and draw the

touching curves grh and isk ; and grhish will be the line of the rail.

In fg. 2, No. 2, produce g e to t, and Jcf to u ; bisect a b at s, and through s

draw i u parallel to a c or 6 d; from gt cut off t w; and from u k cut off ux, each equal

to g e orfk ; and describe the touching curves g z s and * y x, and gw zs y xk will be

the line of the rail.

The breadth of the falling mould in common cases is about two inches ; therefore

draw the curve lines each at an inch distance from the line of the rail, and the falling

mould will be completed.
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ON THE RESTING POINTS.

PROBLEM.

To Jind the Position of the Plane of the Plank, and the resting Points, so that the

Thickness qf Stuff required to make the Heiinet may be the least possible.

PLATE XXIV.

Fig. I.

Let ABCDEFGH be the plan of the rail, of which the part BCDEFG
is the quadrant of a circle, and the part A B G H of a rectangular figure ; the

straight lines A B and HG being tangents to the outer and inner arcs at B and G,

and the circular quadrants BCD and GFE terminated by the radii BL and G L;

then, suppose two equal straight lines, one erected upon C and the other upon F, per-

pendicular to the plane of the plan of the rail, and let C L be any intermediate radius,

cutting the interior quadrant at F; produce A H and C L to meet each other in K.

Now, if a straight line be supposed to extend from K to the top of the line which

stands upon F, the straight line thus extended, if produced, would be higher than the

top of the line which stands upon C ; therefore if a plane pass through A K and through

the top of the line insisting upon F, the plane will pass above the top of the line standing

upon C, and this will be the case with every section except the section B G, which is

parallel to A K ; therefore, if the plane of the plank rest upon the lower section A PI,

and upon any two other points in the circular part, these points must be in the concave

side ; therefore, in this case, the resting points are upon H, F, E, in the concave side

of the rail.

Again, \njg. 2, let L C and A B be produced to meet each other in K ;

Then, if a straight line be extended from K to the top of the line which stands upon

C ; the straight line thus extended, if produced, would be higher than the top of the

line which stands upon F ; therefore the plane which passes through A B and through

the top of the line which insists upon C will be above the point which terminates the top

of the line insisting upon F ; whence the resting points A, C, D, are all upon the convex

side of the rail.

Lastly (in Jig'. 3), if a plane rest upon the tops of the two lines insisting upon

C and F, and pass through the point A ; and if a line be supposed to stand upon E,

perpendicular to the plane of the base, of such a length as to meet the plane which

passes through A and through the upper ends of the lines insisting upon C and F;
it is evident that if another line be supposed to be erected upon D, also perpendicular to

tke plane of the base and equal in height to the line insisting upon E, the plane which

f2
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passes through the point A, and through the tops of the lines insisting upon C, F, E,

must be above the top of the line insisting upon D; and that the intersection P Q of the

plane passing through A, and the points in the lines insisting upon C and F, roust be

parallel to C F.

It is now evident that if A B be produced to R, and HA to S, and as the

intersection always passes through A, the line A P of the intersection of the plane must

always fall within the right angle R A S.

It is likewise evident, if the resting section of the rail fall between C F and A H as at

B G, the middle resting point will be over B in the convex side of the rail ; and if

the resting section fall between C F and D E, the resting point of the middle section

must be on the concave side.

SCHOLIUM I.

In stairs constructed upon the letter D plan, with winders in the semicircular part joined *to

a series of flyers below and above, where the winders have a higher pitch than the flyers ; the two

first resting points beginning at the lowest point, will be on the convex side of the rail, while that at

the highest point is on the concave side.

Fig. 4. "When the lower line of heights is nothing, and the highest double to the

middle one, the line of intersection will be found by drawing a line through the seats of

the highest and middle resting point, and producing the line on the other side of the

seat of the middle resting point until the part produced be equal to the part between the

two seats, and drawing a line through the lowest point A and through the extremity of

the point thus found; then the line thus drawn will be the intersection.

Thus, in the present case, A, C, and E, are the resting points ; join E C and

produce E C to K ; make C K equal to C E, and join A K ; then A K is the inter-

section, and this agrees with what has been observed ; for if A K and L C be produced,

they will meet in M, therefore /' is not the seat of the resting point : if F were the seat

of the resting point, making F I equal to FE and joining A /, then A I would be the

intersecting line, but it is not, for the point C is nearer to A M than F.

COROLLARY.

From what has been observed (seeJig. 5), that the intersecting line U V never fails

within the right angle at A or upon the plan A C D E H, therefore the point E is

always nearer to U V than the point D ; therefore the point E is the seat of a

resting point.

SCHOLIUM II. Fig. 5.

From the same given heights, and from the same three resting sections of the rail, there cannot be

more than four intersecting lines by making choice of one resting point from each section.

For, suppose we make choice of the points D and C as the seats of the resting points, and joia

the line DC, and produce D C, suppose, to some imaginary point X; and find the point X from
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the heights upon D and C ; in such a manner that the line thus drawn may not cross the plan cvtn
if produced. The same thing may be done through the points D and F, also through the points E
and C, and through the points E and F ; then, whichever of the points D or E is nearest to the

intersecting line U V, that point is the seat of the resting point.

With regard to the ratio between the whole line drawn through the scats of the

resting points and the part of it between the said seats, it is the same as the ratio between

the highest line and the line insisting on the seat of the middle section.

Suppose (mjig: 5) the seats of the resting points are E and C ; join E C, and pro-

duce it to /,• draw E L and C K perpendicular to E I ; make EL equal to the height

insisting upon E, and C K equal to the height insisting upon C ; join L K and produce

it to/. Then because of the similar triangles EIL and C I K, IE : I C : : E L . C K,
that is, / C is the same part of I E that C K is of E L ; therefore, if E L be double of

CK, EI will be double of C I, or J C will be equal to C E.

If the workman should not understand the demonstration now given, he may
proceed mechanically thus, the seats of the resting points being A, C, E.

Join E C and produce EC to I ; draw E L and C K perpendicular to IE; nuke
E L equal to the height upon E, C K equal to the height upon C ; join L K and pro-

duce it to /, and join IA ; then I A is the intersecting line. Produce I A both ways to

U and V, C F to O and V, and D E to O and U; draw D R, E M, and O Q, perpen-

dicular to D U; draw O P, F IF, and C N perpendicular to OV; make C N equal to

C K, and join VN; produce VN to P; make O Q equal to O P, and EM equal to EL,
join M Q ; then, if M Q be produced, it will meet U V in U. This may easily be con-

ceived by raising the triangles I EL, V P, and UEM, upon their bases IE, V C,

and DU; then CK will coincide with C N, E L with EM, and OP with OQ;
and the lines I L, V P, and R U, will be all in the inclined plane of which its inter-

section is U V.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FACE MOULD.

PLATE XXV.

Let ADEFGHIbe the plan of the rail, EF GH a portion of the straight part T

I being the vipper and F the lower resting points. But as the place of the middle resting

point D will affect the thickness of the stuff, it ought not to be arbitrarily assumed ; though

it would be difficult to show upon any principle where it should be exactly. It is, how-

ever, ascertained by trial, that its position may vary to a considerable distance without

affecting the thickness of the stuff in any great degree ; and as experiment shows that

it is nearly in the middle of the developement of AD E F, it is here taken in the

middle, so that the stretch-out of A D may be equal to the stretch-out of D F.

4
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In the figure of the falling mould produce the base a c of the winders tof, then a e

being equal to the developement of AE, make ad equal to the developement of A D,
and make coequal to E F; dr&v/fl parallel to a b, cutting the upper side of the falling

mould at I ; parallel to J"a draw li
f
cutting ab at i ; mil make i d' equal ID; draw

d m parallel to a b, cutting the upper side of the falling mould at m ; draw m n parallel

toJ"a, cutting a b at n ; draw d' r parallel to a b, cutting m n at r.

Join o r and produce it to meet i I at q ; make / Q equal to i q ; join F Q, and pro-

duce F Q to A". Through G draw KL perpendicular to K Q. Through /draw I Z'

parallel to K Q, cutting K L at Z. Make Z Z' equal to i o ; and join K Z' and produce

K Z' to V : draw A U parallel to Z Z'.

Tofoul the Face Mould.

Draw U A' and Z' B' perpendicular to K U ; make U A' equal to L A, Z' V equal

to Z I, and join V A' ; then /' A' will form the part of the face mould represented by

I A on the plan. Draw K F' perpendicular to K L', and make KF' equal to KF.
Draw G G' parallel to ZZ\ cutting KU at G\ and join G' F*. Again, draw H U'

parallel to Z Z' , cutting KU at U', and KL at U. Draw U' H' perpendicular to K L,

and make U' H' equal to UH: draw H' E' parallel to G' F, and F' £' parallel to

GH; then E' F' G' H' will form the part of the face mould corresponding to the

straight part E F G H on the plan. The intermediate points of the face mould which

form curves of the outside and inside of the rail are thus found. Through any point C
in the convex side of the plan draw C Y' parallel to Z Z', cutting K L' at Y\ and KL
at ¥, and the concave side of the plan at T. Draw Y' C perpendicular to K L', and in

Y'C make Y' V equal to YT, and FT equal to YC; then T' is a point in the

concave side, and C a point in the convex side of the face mould. A sufficient number

of points being thus found, the curved parts of the face mould may be drawn by hand

or by a slip of wood bent to the curve.

PLATE XXVI. "

Shows the Construction of the falling Mould for a Stair with a three-inch Well-hofe.

Fig. 1 represents the falling mould constructed as in Plate XXIII.
Fig. 2, the construction of the falling mould for the lower part of the rail. The

same method is to be applied here as in the diagrams exhibited in Plate XXV.
Fig. 3 shows the construction of the face mould for the upper part of the rail. This

is accomplished by conceiving the plate inverted, or the top to be made the bottom, and

so taking the heights from the top end of the falling mould considered as its base.

The two face moulds (figs. 2 and 3) would be equal and similar, provided that the

line ABC D, parallel to the nosings of the steps, were in the middle of the falling mould

;

but as it is usual to place the rail higher upon the winders than upon the flyers, a
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portion of a straight part of the rail at the upper end is by this means thrown above the

winders, and the portion of the rail which would otherwise be over the lower winders is

thrown over the lower flight ; so that, in the part of the rail over the winders, the upper

portion of it is bent downwards, while the lower portion is nearly straight ; but since the

stretch-out of the,two parts taken in a horizontal direction must be equal, this will give

unequal heights on the perpendicular.

The lines exhibited on the falling mould are of the same kind as those described in

Plate XXV.
I shall here observe, that at the place of any falling mould, when the ordinate is

perpendicular to the curve, the portion of the rail, when cut out of the plank, would be

rectangular at that place; and where the piece so cut is the broadest, the angles would

be more oblique, and consequently more stuff is required to be cut away.

PLATE XXVII.
Exhibits the Construction of the Face Mould to a large Well-hole.

Only one half of the falling mould is shown with the corresponding face mould.

Because the line which passes through the middle of the breadth of the rail in this

example is at the same perpendicular height over the winders as it is over the flyers, the

tame face mould is alike applicable to each portion of the rail. The reader must here

observe, however, that what is here called perpendicular, is not so to the line of nosings,

but to the floor, or a horizontal plane.

PLATE XXVIII.
Exhibits the Method of finding the Face Mould for a level Landing.

The falling mould is constructed as in No. 2, Plate XXIII. See the description,

page 32.

Here J, B, C, are the resting points all on the convex side (see Plate XXIV. and

the description, page 33). The principle of the construction of the face mould is the

same as in Plate XXV. These must be previously understood before any attempt is

made to lay down the falling and face moulds for a stair with a level landing. In this

example, as in the last, the middle line of the rail is equidistant from the line of nosings

;

the same face mould will serve for both parts of the winders.

Fig. 1 exhibits the falling mould. Fig. 2, the face mould where the resting points

are all on the outside. Fig-. 3 shows the method of finding the position, of the face

mould Avhen one of the resting points is on the concave side of the rail.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPORTIONAL SPIRAL
AND SCROLL.

To describe the SpiralJbr the Scroll.

PLATE XXIX.
Make A I, Jig. 1, No. 1, be equal to twelve inches ; draw IC perpendicular to A I,

divide I A into nine equal parts, and make IC equal to one of the parts ; bisect A I at

A , ar,d make Kl equal to half of one of the parts ; draw I B perpendicular to IA ; and

draw Cm parallel to I A, cutting IB at m. From the centre I, with the distance I

A

describe the arc AB; from the point B draw B D perpendicular to A C; join AB;
draw B C perpendicular to A B, CD perpendicular to B C, D E perpendicular to CD,
E F perpendicular to D E, and so on to H ; draw D n parallel to I B, cutting Cn at

n ; draw Eo parallel to Cm, cutting Dn at o; draw Fp parallel to Dn, cutting Eo
at p ; and so on to r.

From the centre m, with the distance m B, describe the arc B C ; from the centre n,

with the distance n C, describe the arc C D; proceed in the same manner to H.
No. 1 is another method of finding the lengths of the radii, which is as follows

:

Make any angle boR. Suppose OB and OC given in No. 1. In No. 2, make ob

and o c respectively equal to B and O C No. 1 ; and suppose the point R to be

taken in o R at pleasure, as the result will be the same wherever it is taken ; join b R
and c li ; through c draw c S parallel to b R, cutting o R at S ; through S draw S d

parallel to c R, cutting ob'md; through d draw d T parallel to b R, cutting o R in T;
draw T e parallel to R c, cutting ob in e ; draw e U parallel to b R, cutting o R in U,

and so on. Make O D, O E, &c. No. 1, respectively equal to o d, oe, &c. No. 2. By
thio means we shall have the radii of the spiral without drawing the lines at right angles.

By this method any number of points may be found in the curve of the proportional

or logarithmic spiral, whether the equal angles formed by the radii are right or acute.

Hence, also, we have a method of finding a series of continued proportionals by this

very simple process of drawing lines parallel to one another between the two legs of

an angle.

To describe the Scroll.

Describe the spiral" ABCDEFGH (Jig. 2), as before ; make A a equal to the

breadth of the rail ; from I, as a centre, with the distance I a describe the arc a b, cutting

/ B at b ; from the centre m, with the distance m b, describe the arc b c, cutting m C at

c ; from the centre n, with the distance n c, describe the arc cd; cutting the first spiral

at d ; and this will form the scroll required.
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The expansion of the scroll, in order to make it more open or close, will depend

upon the proportion of the two first radii ; for, if they are equal, the spiral will become a

circle ; and if the difference is great, the opening between will also be great.

In this example the space between enlarges rapidly from the centre ; but as some may
choose to have a close scroll, I shall show in the next example how this may be done.

To describe the Spiral and Scroll, so that tlie Space between the Spirals may bs

greater or less as required.

PLATE XXX.

Let A V be the given height of the spiral.

Draw V C (Jig. 1, No. 1) perpendicular to A V, and bisect A V in W. In V IV

take any point a, and draw a B perpendicular to A V. In a B make a X equal to a W.

From X, with the radius X a, describe the semicircle a Ob, and the point b is in the

straight line a B. Draw b C parallel to A V. From the centre a, with the radius a A,

describe the arc A B; and from the centre b, with the radius b B describe the arc B C,

and join A C, cutting the semicircle in O ; also join B O, which produce to D. Draw
the diagonals aO c and b O d.

Draw c d parallel to a b, d e parallel to b c, e/" parallel to a b, andfg parallel to b c,

cutting the diagonals at the points d, e,f, g.

From the centre c, with the radius c C, describe the arc C D ; from the eentre d,

with the distance d D, describe the arc D E; from the centre c, with the radius e E,
describe the arc EF; from the centre^ with the distance fF, describe the arc F G

;

and from the centre^*, with the radius g G, describe the arc G H, respectively cutting

A C and B D at the points D, E, F, G, H.
In this example a FFis the eleventh part of WA.

N. B. If this operation is accurately performed, the lines ab, be, c d, &c. produced,

will meet the lines A C and B D at the points D, E, F, G, and H.
No. 2 shows the construction of the centres to a larger size ; the letters are the same

as No. 1.

To draw the complete Scroll. Fig. 2.

Describe the first spiral as before ; then describe the inner spiral A' B' CD', which

will form the scroll required.

So that to make a close or wide scroll we have only to take a Ws a less or greater

portion of IV A.
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RECIPROCAL SPIRAL AND SCROLL.

To draw tlie reciprocal Spiralfor a Scroll.

PLATE XXXI.

Suppose the ordinate Q (fig. 1) to be given. Make A B (fig. 2) equal to Q,
and through B draw CD, making any angle with AB; then take B C in a greater or

less ratio to B 1 as a less or greater part of the scroll is wanted, or as the scroll is

required to have a flatter or quicker curve at the remote extremity ; for instance, B C in

this example is double to B 1.

Suppose the point C to be now fixed : draw C E parallel to A B, and A E parallel

to CD. Make 12, 23, 34, &c. each equal to B 1, and draw the lines 1 E, 2 E, 3 E,
4 E, &c. cutting A B respectively at e,f, g, &c.

In fig. 1, divide the space round the centre O into eight equal angles, which will be

easily done by drawing a circle through Q, and dividing the circumference into eight

equal parts beginning at Q; draw the portions OP, O Q, OR, OS, &c. Make OP
(fig. 1) equal to twice A B (fig. 2), O Q (fig. 1) is equal to A B (fig. 2) : also make
OR,OS,OT, he. (fig. 1) respectively equal to A e, Af, Ag, &c. (fig. 2). Through
all the points P, Q, R, S, T, &c. draw the curve P Q R S T, &c. which will be the

spiral required.

Tor want of room A B (fig. 2) is only made equal to half the length it ought to

have been ; for A B will be divided into parts of the same length, whether A B is double

and B C equal to B 1, or A B as it is, and B C double of 2? 1.

Figs. 3 and 4 are portions of the same scroll ; fig. 3 answers to one sixth, and

fig. 4 to one ninth of the real size.

SCHOLIUM.

This spiral is well adapted to the purposes of handrailing, for it may be made close or to expand

at pleasure, as may be seen by the subsequent examples.

This spiral may be extended so as to form the rail itself by a gentle curve, which will approach

nearer to a straight line the more it is extended (see Plate VII. and its description). The forms of

stairs attached to pulpits are often very fanciful ; their plan requires to be fonned in the most grac eful

manner: the reciprocal spiral may be appb'ed to this purpose with advantage, as the effect produced

will be both beautiful and elegant.

. It may also be applied to form the plan of the riser of the curtail step into a gentle curve, which

will be in perfect unison with the scroll itself. The plans of the other steps may be formed to the

same curve ; but the curvature may be made less in each as the other risers recede from that of th«

curtail step, till at last the risers become straight.

The property of this scroll may be shown arithmetically thus : Let any given radius be called

unity, or one, aud let this radius so called be the greatest radius; let n be any constant number,
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MOULD FOR A SCROLL. 41

which must be the same in the same scroll, but variable in different scrolls, and let x be a variable

number in the same scroll, then will -—- represent any ordinate ; thus the first, second, third &c.

ordinates, by making a respectively 0, 1, 2, 3, &e. will be respectively -, &c , jj„

giving n a value, the form of the scroll will be determined. Thus, make w = 2, and we shall have the

series of ordinates h fj f > f> l» &c. This will give the scrolls figs. 1, 3, and 4, Plate XXXI.
Maken = 4; then -,

?

—, —~,
f

-—
}

&c. will become ±, |, *, j }
&c . respectively.

These are the respective ratios of the ordinates O A, OB, O C, O D, O E, &c. fig. ], Plate
XXXII.

Make ft = 6; then ?, ~, —-^ TqU, &c. will become f, «, f, £, &c. respectively; and

these are the respective ratios of the ordinates O A, OB, O C, O D, O E, &c. fig. l Plate
XXXIII.

Lastly, make n = 8; then;', ^—, —3 —, &c. will become «, f, <%, ^ &c. respec-

tively. These are the respective ratios of the ordinates O A, OB, OC, O D, &c. fig. 1 Plate
XXXIV.

So that we have both a geometrical and an arithmetical rule for drawing the reciprocal spiral.

It may here be observed that this spiral is the only one that can be employed in forming the
volutes of the Corinthian capital.

The geometrical scale A B ( Plate XXXIII.yzy. 2), which represents the first radius, is a scale

of reciprocals. This diagram, which I have applied here, is very well known in perspective; for if A'

be the place of the eye, the line A B is a section of the picture, and E C parallel to A B is a
section of the directing plane.

The scroll is closer or more open as B C contains a greater or less number of the parts into

which B D is divided ; the length of .4 B does not affect the ratio.

The staircase hand will judge from the progression here shown in Plates VII. XXXI. XXXtl
XXXIII. and XXXIV. what will answer his purpose.

Fig. \, Plate XXXIV. exhibits the scroll with the scale drawn on the first radius.

MOULD FOR A SCROLL ADAFFED TO ANY NUMBER OF
REVOLUTIONS.

PLATE XXXV.
Exhibits the general form of a scroll which may be adapted to any handrail of the

usual size. Thus, the part A B C D E may be the mould for a small or common form •

ABC D F G may be the mould for a handrail to a superior stair ; A B C D FH I to a

handrail for a stair still superior, and so on.

The curve here exhibited is the proportional spiral, and is drawn by the rule

described in page 39. The construction is shown by the dotted and small lines.

The workman has nothing more to do than to cut out a mould of this form, which

may be strengthened by leaving a hyv solid parts between the concave and convex sides



42 TO DESCRIBE THE CURTAIL STEP.

of the spirals, and this will answer for every description of a scroll, according as he mav
desire more or less revolutions. By this means he will be furnished with a mould which

he may generally apply on all occasions.

With regard to the two curves now shown, though the proportional spiral is easily

described with compasses, it does not join the straight part of the rail so well as the

reciprocal spiral, which gradually forms itself into a straight line. It is well known, by
every man in practice, that scrolls which are formed with compasses, always appear crippled

at the junction of the straight and circular parts; and, therefore, those that are so formed

are obliged to be eased where they join with the straight part : but by applying the

reciprocal spiral to the formation of a scroll, this disagreeable effect is avoided.

TO DESCRIBE THE CURTAIL STEP.

PLATE XXXVI.

Describe the spiral abc de, &c. according to any of the two preceding methods. In

the example here shown it is described with compasses according to the principles of the

proportional spiral (see page 39). Let a represent the point where the scroll joins the

straight part of the rail, b the end of the first quadrant, and i the centre ; describe the

interior spiral a' b' c' d', which will complete the plan of the scroll.

Bisect a a at r, and make r m, r m', each equal to half the breadth of the balluster,

which is about seven eighths of an inch. Through the points m, rnf, describe the two

spirals mnopq, m'n'o'p'q', which will contain the breadth of the ballusters between

them ; produce i b to k, make n k equal to the projection of the nosing, and draw k I

perpendicular to a i.

Through Jc describe another spiral k MN P, beginning the first quadrant at the

second centre ; make m'k' at the junction of the scroll and straight part of the rail also

equal to the projection of the nosing, and describe the portion k' P of another spiral

;

through k' draw k' I' perpendicular to a i. Then V k' P will be the plan of the nosings

of the ends of the steps, and Ik MN O P will be the plan of the nosing of the curtad

step and that of the adjoining spiral which forms the end of the curtail step.

Through m draw the straight line A B m R perpendicular to a i, cutting- hi at R ;

make R S equal to the breadth of a 3tep ; make S B equal to the projection of the

nosing, and place the balluster at B, as exhibited by the oblong. With the radius o m
describe the circle mtuvxoxyz; divide RS into two equal parts; then form the

middle point r of the balluster at B ; make r C, C t, til, uv, vtc; p x, &c. equal to

the half of R S ; draw to, wo, v o, wo, x o, kc. cutting the spiral drawn through m
at the points D, E, F, G, I, K, which are the middle of the faces of the ballusters as

here exhibited.
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TO DESCRIBE THE FACE AND FALLING MOULD, &c. 43

Fig. 2 is a section of part of the riser and block corresponding to the spiral line

CDEFGHIK, &c. Jig: 1, in which the faces of the ballusters are placed ; the con-

cave curve mjig. 2, corresponding to the opposite or inner line of the ballusters, Jig. 1.

The double line round the outside represents the veneer of each end, of which the

manner of wedging is represented.

TO DESCRIBE THE FACE AND FALLING MOULD FOR
PREPARING THE SCROLL.

PLATE XXXVII.

Let a b be the first quarter of the scroll, c the centre ; draw d e parallel to b c,

touching the outer spiral at d ; draw e G parallel to c a ; and through a draw F G
parallel to c b ; make G F equal to the breadth of a step ; draw FH perpendicular to

G H ; make FH equal to the height of a step, and join H G ; then G H is the pitch

line of the stair. Draw lines parallel to a c cutting the inner edge of the scroll at the

points^ g, h; the outer edge at i, k, I, m, n ; the straight line F G in the points

n, o, p, q, r, and H G at the points A7
, O, P, Q, R ; let a c cut the concave side of the

scroll at t, and let it be produced to cut H G at A ; from the point h, where the line de
cuts the concave spiral of the scroll, draw h W parallel to a c, cutting H G at W, F G at

v, and the convex spiral at u. Draw WH and G E perpendicular to H G,

Make WH and G E each equal to v h or G e, and join HE; through the points

N, O, P, Q, R, draw lines perpendicular to H G ; in the perpendiculars make A T,

N F, OG', each respectively equal to a t, nf, og; also make N I, OK, PL, QM,
R N', each respectively equal to n i, o k, p I, qm, r n ; draw TX parallel to H G, and

draw the curves T F G H and A I K LMNE, which will complete the face mould for

the twisted part of the scroll, which is to be glued to the other part formed in one

level piece.

The falling mould is constructed as follows : Fig. 2. Let F G II be the pitch board

as in^g\ 1. Divide F G into eight equal parts, and make Fa equal to three of the parts;

through a draw p q perpendicular to F G, cutting H G at p ; produce H G to d ; draw

any line q s parallel to F G, and make q s equal to the stretch-out of the first two quarters

a b v of the outward spiral, Jig. 1 ; through s draw u d parallel to H F ; in H d take

any distance d b, and draw b a parallel to F G, cutting u d at a ; again, in Hd take b c

equal to b a, and join c a ; through p draw p t parallel to c a, cutting u dm t ; draw t v

parallel to F G', cutting H d at v ; then will v t be equal to v p ; divide vp and v t each

into the same number of equal parts, and draw the intersecting lines to the points of

division, and the curve formed will be the upper edge of the falling mould ; the other

edge will be formed by gauging off the thickness of the rail.
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APPLICATION OF THE FACE MOULD TO THE PLANK.

rPo form the Figure of the Face Mould upon each Side of the Plank, so that when the

superfluous Wood is cut away, the curved Surfaces formed thereby -may stand

perpendiculor to the Plan, supposing the Piece thusformed set in due Position.

PLATE XXXVIII.

l^et abed efg be the Jig. \ of the face mould, placed in due position to the pitch

line g i, as when traced from the plan ; and let Jig. 2 represent a developement of the

plank where X represents the top, Fthe edge, and Z the under side of the plank.

The face mould is first applied to the top X, so that the point g and the chord line

g e of the mould may make the same angle at g with the arris line ge of the plank that

the figure of the mould atJig. 1 makes with the pitch line; draw g X, making the same

angle with ig that the pitch line makes with any connecting line or perpendicular, and

draw the figure of die mould on the plank ; apply the same mould to the other side Z of

the plank to the point X, so that the chord may make the same angle with the other

arris as on the first side, and draw the figure of the mould on this last side ; then the

solid which is formed by cutting away the superfluous wood is the piece required

But as it may be desirable to apply the tips of the mould g and e close to the edge of

the plank ; Jig. 3 shows how the plank is to be lined out according to this application.

Here the pitch line g K makes the same angle with the upper arris of the plank as before

;

draw gL perpendicular to either arris, cutting the lower arris at L; make the angle

X L G equal to the angle c g i, Jig. 1 ; make L g equal to L X, and draw the chord ge
in the plane Z parallel to the arris line ; in the plane Z apply the tips g and e of the

face mould to the line ge &s exhibited in the figure, then draw the form of the face

mould as before.

DEMONSTRATION, Fig. 2.

Draw g L iu the plane Y, cutting the lower arris of the plank at L ; draw the chord Ke of the

face mould in the plane Z, and draw L M in the same plane parallel to Ke ; also draw L s perpen-

dicular to Ke, cutting Ke at s. Now, imagine the figure M L Ke to be moved so as to revolve on

the point L, until L 31 come into the arris L m; it is evident that the point K will move in the

circumference of a circle Kk, and will come into the position h; and that the angle KLh will be

equal to the angle m L M; but the angle m L M is equal to the angle eg i, Jig. 1. Again, reverting

to Jigs. 2 and 3, it is plain in Jig. 3, that if the angle KL g in the plane Z be made equal to the angle

eg i, Jig. 1, and if Lg be made equal to L K, and the mould applied to each side of the plank as in

the figure, the solid, when cut out, by taking away the superfluous wood, will be equal and similar

in all its corresponding parts to that cut out according to the oblique chords Jig. 2.

Fig. 4 shows another application where the chord of the face mould is neither

applied to the angle egi nor parallel to the arris lines; but as this application is rather

5
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ON THE FORMATION OF THE STRING. 45

curious than useful, the bare inspection of the diagram will render it sufficiently clear to

those who will take the trouble to consider it.

ON THE FORMATION OF THE STRING.

PROBLEM.

Tojbrm the Soffit ofa Stair with Easings at the Junctions ofthe Flyers and Winders.

PLATE XXXIX.

"LetJig. 1 be the plan of the stair, the breadth of the steps being divided equally

along the middle line. Suppose the winders to begin at the riser C, and let the string

from the riser of the curtail step to the point C be straight.

The first thing to be done is to stretch out the string ; but in this developement it

will not be necessary to exhibit it entirely, the circular part and a small portion of the

straight part at each end will be sufficient ; therefore, beginning at A, we shall take in

the two flyers over A B and B C.

In Jig: 2 draw p I parallel to the rail, and make pi equal to the length of the

line a b' c' d' e'f g'h'. Draw IK perpendicular to pi; make II, 12, 23, equal

to the heights of the three risers over A, B, C, Jig. 1 ; also, in Jig. 2, make 84,

45, 56, 67, 78, each equal to the height of the winders over D, E, F, G, H. In

the plan, Jig. ], suppose a line drawn through the centre x perpendicular to the rail,

cutting the middle line at D, and let this line be produced to v, Jig. 2 ; in Jig. 2 draw

3 c parallel to p I, cutting x u at u ; join up and u 7; draw p a in the same straight line

with the riser A, b b in the same straight line with the riser B, and c c in the same

straight line with the riser C, to cut p u at b and q ; make u r equal to u q, then form

the easing curve q r ; draw 3 c, 4 d, 5 c, 6f, 7 g, parallel to p I, cutting the easing curve

at d and c, and w 7 atyand g ; draw dd, e e,ff, gg, parallel to I A' ; make c' d' equal

to c d, d' e' equal to d e, e'f equal to ef, f'g' equal to fg, and g' h' equal to gh ;

then D H being divided into equal parts at the points E, F, G, join D d', E e', FJ'
f

,

G g', and produce them to the wall line; m Jig. 2, draw the curve P QR parallel to

pqr at a proper distance, which completes one half of the string. The manner of

completing the other half is evident.
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Aial Section, 39.

B
Ballusters defined, 7.

Base of the Envelope defined, 2.

Bearers defined, 7. How fixed, 9.

Best Staircases, 4.

Bird's Mouth, 9.

Bracket, where exhibited, 28.
Bracketted Stair defined, 7. Constructed, 9.

Brackets defined, 7. How fixed, 9.

Breadth of a Staircase, 5.

Breadth of the Steps of common Stairs, 4, 5.

Butt-joints defined, 4.

Carriage of Stairs defined, 6.

Construction of Stone Stairs, 6.

Covering of the Segment of a right Cy-
linder, 20.

Curtail Step defined, 7. Its Description, 42.
Curves, 21.

Cylinder and Cylindrome, different Solids, 2.

Cylindric Spiral defined, 3.

Cylindrome defined, 2. How exhibited, 25.

Cylindromic Surfaces, 3.

Cylinet, how developed, 21. Where ex-
hibited, 26.

D
Developement of the Steps, 2.

Dog-legged Stair defined, 6. How con-
structed, 8.

-, the best Kind bracketted,
with returned Nosings, 9.

Easings of a Handrail and of the String-
board, 45.

Elevations of Stairs, where exhibited, 27.

Ellipsis, how its Curve is described, 14 and
15. How drawn concentric to a given
one, 15. How circumscribed about an
Oblong, 16. How represented with
Compasses, 16.

Envelope of the Well-hole defined, 2.

Equinoctial Dial, 19.

Face Mould defined, 4. Its Formation, 35.

Its Formation for the Scrolls, 43. Its

Application to the Plank, 44.

Falling Mould defined, 3. Its Formation, 32.

Its Formation for the Scroll, 43.
Flight of Steps defined, 2. How supported, 6.

Flight defined, 2.

Flyer defined, 1.

Geometrical Stairs defined, 1. Bracketted, 7.

Constructed, 9.

Going of a Stair defined, 2.

Grand Staircase, 6.

H
Half-space, 8.

Half-space defined, 2.

Handrailing, its Construction, 9.

Helinet, how projected, 31. Its Thickness of
Stuff, 33.

Horizontal Dial, 19.

I

Inside falling Mould defined, Si

Iron Ballusters, where disposed, 7.

Joggled Steps, 6.

K
Knee defined, where exhibited, 28

M
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Landing Place defined, 2.

Lantern Light, 6.

Line of Heights of a Rail, 34.

Line of Nosings defined, 2.

Logarithmic Spiral, a useful Property of it

demonstrated, 23.

M
Middle Section of a Rail, 35.

Mitre of the Cap of a Rail, 39.

Mitre-cap defined, 7. How its Section is

* found, 29.

N
Newel defined, 1.

Nosing defined, 1.

Notch Board defined, 7.

O
One- quarter Winders, 8.

Open Newel Stair, 6.

Outside falling Mould defined, 3.

Perpendicular, how drawn, 14.

Pitching Piece defined, 7.

Plan of a Handrail defined, 3.

Plan of a Stair defined, 4.

Plan of the Sides of a Handrail defined, 3.

Plane, how to find its Intersection with an-
other Plane, 17.

Polar Dial, 19.

Position of the Plank, how found, 33.

Prism defined, 2.

Projection of the Scroll, 30. Of the Helinet,
31.

Proportion of Steps, how regulated, 5.

Proportional Spiral described with Com-
passes, 39.

Q
Quarter Paces defined, 2.

R
Ramp defined, 8.

Re-entrant Angle, 9.

Resting Places defined, 2. When neces«ary, 5.
Resting Points of a Rail, how found, 33.
Resting Sections of a Rail, 34.
Retrogressive Flight, 9.

Revolution of a Stair, 5. Of a Scroll, 41.
Riser defined, 1.

Rough Strings, 6.

Scroll, its Description, 3S, 39, 40, 41.

Seat of a Point, 18.

Sections of prismatic Solids, 17, 19.

Sections of the Rail, how found, 28.
Situation of Stairs, 6.

Solid Helix defined, 3.

Solids explained, 25.
Spiral Lines defined, 22.
Splice Joint defined, 4.

Square Rail defined, 3.

Stair defined, 1.

Staircase defined, 1.

Step defined, 1.

Steps, how regulated in their Breadth, 7.

Straight Line, how drawn parallel to a gives
one, 13, 14. How bisected, and how
divided in the same Proportion as an-
other Line, 14.

Story Rod defined, 4.

Swan-neck defined, 8. Where exhibited, 28.

T
Thickness of Stuff", 32.
Trammel, how used, 15.

Tread of a Step defined, 1.

Two-quarter Winders, 8.

W
Well-hole defined, 1.

Winder defined, 2.

Winding Tread, how fixed, 9.

Wreath Rail, IT.

THE END.

Iiiun.il by 1. botuetl. Little (Jucen turret. LniMoti.



Works by the same Author, published by J. Taylor.

the

CARPENTER AND JOINER'S ASSISTANT

;

CONTAINING

PRACTICAL RULES
FOR MAKING ALL KINDS OF JOINTS,

AND

VARIOUS METHODS OF HINGEING THEM TOGETHER;
For Hanging of Doors on straight or circular Plans ; for fitting up Windows and Shutters to

answer various Purposes, with Rules for hanging them ; for the Construction of Floors,

Partitions, Soffits, Groins, Arches for Masonry ; for constructing Roofs in the best Manner
from a given Quantity of Timber; for placing of Bond-Timbers; with various Methods for

adjusting Raking Pediments, enlarging and diminishing of Mouldings, taking Dimensions
for Joinery, and for setting out Shop Fronts ; with a new Scheme for constructing Stairs

and Handrails, and for Stairs having a conical Well-hole, &c. &c.

TO WHICH ARE ADDED,

Examples of various Roofs executed, with the Scantlings from actual Measurements

;

WITH
RULES FOR MORTICES AND TENONS, AND FOR FIXING IRON STRAPS, &c.

ALSO

Extracts from M. Belidor, M. du Hamel, M. de Buffon, &c. on the Strength of Timber;
with practical Observations.

ILLUSTRATED WITH SEVENTY-NINE PLATES, AND COPIOUS EXPLANATIONS.

BY P. NICHOLSON.

Quarto, 1/. Is. bound. The fourth Edition, revised and corrected.

THE

CARPENTER'S NEW GUIDE;
BEING

A COMPLETE BOOK OF LINES FOR CARPENTRY AND JOINERY;
TREATING FULLY ON

Practical Geometry, Soffits, Brick and Plaster Groins, Niches of every Description, Sky-
lights, Lines for Roofs and Domes, with a great Variety of Designs for Roofs, Trussed
Girders, Floors, Domes, Bridges, &c. Staircases and Handrails of various Constructions,
Angle-bars for Shop Fronts, and Raking Mouldings ; with many other Things entirely new :

THE WHOLE
FOUNDED ON TRUE GEOMETRICAL PRINCIPLES;

The Theory and Practice well explained andfully exemplified on Eighty-four Copper Plates;

INCLUDING

SOME OBSERVATIONS AND CALCULATIONS ON THE STRENGTH
OP TIMBER.

BY P. NICHOLSON.

Quarto, 1/. Is. The Sixth Edition, corrected and enlarged.



Works published by J. Taylor.

THE

STUDENT'S INSTRUCTOR
In drawing and working the Five Orders of Architecture

;

PULLY

EXPLAINING THE BEST METHODS OF STRIKING REGULAR AND QUIRKED
MOULDINGS,

F»r diminishing and gluing of Columns and Capitals, for finding the true Diameter of an
Order to any given Height, for striking the Ionic Volute circular and elliptical ; with
finished Examples, on a large Scale, of the Orders, their Planceers, &c. and some Designt
for Door Cases.

BY P. NICHOLSON.

Engraved on 41 Plates, 8vo. 10s. 6d. bound. A new Edition, corrected and much enlarged.

ELEMENTS OF CARPENTRY.

A TREATISE
ON THE

PRESSURE AND EQUILIBRIUM OF BEAMS AND TIMBER FRAMES;
THE RESISTANCE OF TIMBERS;

AND THE

CONSTRUCTION OF FLOORS, ROOFS, CENTRES, BRIDGES, &c.

WITH PRACTICAL RULES AND EXAMPLES.

TO WHICH IS ADDED

Ah Essay on the Properties and Nature of Timber; including the Methods of
Seasoning, and the Causes and Prevention of .Decay

;

WITH

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE KINDS OF WOOD USED IN BUILDING;

Also numerous Tahles of the Scantling of Timber for different Purposes, the specific
Gravities of Materials, &c.

ILLUSTRATED BY THIRTY-TWO ENGRAVINGS.

BY F. TREDGOLD.

Quarto, 1/. Is.
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